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Maximize your productivity--the Apple way!Get the most out of the iWork suite of apps on a Mac,
an iOS device, and in iCloud. How to Do Everything: Pages, Keynote & Numbers for OS X and
iOS shows you how to create great-looking documents, persuasive presentations, and number-
crunching spreadsheets. Filled with clear explanations and detailed examples, this practical
guide covers everything you need to know to use these powerful productivity apps on your Mac,
iPad, iPhone, iPod touch, and web browser.Set up an iCloud account and download Pages,
Keynote, and NumbersCreate, edit, and format documents with PagesAdd graphics, audio,
video, tables, and charts to your documentsDesign and deliver impressive presentations with
KeynoteInclude media, graphics, and charts in your presentation slidesSet up, share, and
secure powerful spreadsheets with NumbersAdd tables, formulas, charts, audio, and video to
your spreadsheetsAccess and sync iWork files using iCloud and collaborate with others

From the Back CoverAre you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to
do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it
up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 175
MacBook Air tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single technique, sure to help you get up
and running on your MacBook Air in no time.You'll learn to:Log on and use Finder windowsWork
with documents on the desktopConnect to other devicesUse iCloud, e-mail, and Safari®Enjoy
music, video, and FaceTime®Designed for visual learnersTwo-page lessons break big topics
into bite-sized modulesSuccinct explanations walk you through step by stepFull-color screen
shots demonstrate each taskHelpful sidebars offer practical tips and tricks
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IssuesWhere to Go for HelpBuilt-in HelpApple’s Support WebsiteSummaryCHAPTER 2 What
Is iCloud?A Quick Look at iCloud’s FeaturesMailContactsCalendarNotesRemindersFind My
iPhonePages, Keynote, and NumbersBegin Using iCloudCreating an iCloud AccountAccessing
Your iCloud AccountSummaryPART II Word Processing and Page Layout, the Apple
WayCHAPTER 3 Pages BasicsGetting Around in PagesSetting Pages’ PreferencesOS X
PreferencesiOS PreferencesiCloud PreferencesWorking with DocumentsCreating New
DocumentsSaving and Renaming DocumentsOpening Existing DocumentsUsing Passwords



and Locking DocumentsMoving Documents to and from iCloudSharing Documents with
iCloudExporting and Importing DocumentsPrinting DocumentsWorking with TemplatesUsing
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SpreadsheetSummaryCHAPTER 10 Filling in All Those CellsA Seat at the TableAdding a
TableAdding Rows and ColumnsWorking with Cell ContentsFormatting Tables and CellsAdding
Controls to CellsMerging and Unmerging CellsPlacing Comments and Highlighting in
CellsSorting and Filtering Data in ColumnsFormulas (and Functions) for SuccessWorking with
Formulas and Functions in OS X and iCloudWorking with Formulas and Functions in
iOSCharting the CourseAdding and Placing ChartsAdjusting a Chart’s
AppearanceSummaryCHAPTER 11 Looks Aren’t Everything…But They Don’t HurtPutting
Some Pizzazz in SpreadsheetsUsing ImagesAdding and Revising ShapesIncluding Video and
AudioChanging the Appearance of ObjectsAligning, Moving, Resizing, and Rotating
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ShortcutsGlossaryIndexAcknowledgmentsRoger Stewart, you have been too good to me, my
friend. Thanks for yet another opportunity to work with and for you.Thank you so much,
wonderful agent of mine, Carole Jelen.Thanks to Amanda Russell and Tania Andrabi for taking
turns driving this bus and keeping it on the road.Joshua Fleetwood, thank you kindly for taking a
break from your superhero duties to help with the technical editing. Did you ever find your
missing cape?Much appreciation to Bill McManus and Janet Walden for their editing prowess as
well.Finally, I sincerely thank all who have had a hand in bringing this book from my MacBook
Pro to bookshelves everywhere!IntroductionCongratulations! You’re about to discover how much
simpler being productive is when Apple leads the way! Word processing, presentations, and
spreadsheets are approached in a refreshing way with Apple’s iWork suite, which consists of
Pages, Keynote, and Numbers, and this book will be your guide to getting up and running with
them.Why This Book?Almost anyone who’s touched a computer in the last couple of decades
has created a document with a word processing application. Many of those people have also
sweated over loads of data with a spreadsheet application, or have put together slides to display
in front of audiences (large or small) using a presentation application. Many different
applications have been offered to help users handle these three tasks—some of which do so
very well, and others not so much—but all have seemed to make each of the tasks more difficult
than they needed to be.Apple to the rescue! This book is intended to introduce you to Apple’s
way of performing these tasks, which is (of course) as intuitive and fun as computer geeks can



possibly make them. If you’ve ever worked with documents, presentations, or spreadsheets, you
owe it to yourself to check out the iWork suite before going back to the old standbys.How Is This
Book Organized?I’ve divided this book into four parts to help you, dear reader, navigate between
the topics that interest you at any particular time.Part I covers what each app in the iWork suite
can help you accomplish, and gives you a brief overview of features that are common to each of
them. It also helps you understand what iCloud is and how it is used in conjunction with
iWork.Part II gives you the inside scoop for Pages, Apple’s answer to the word processing world.
Creating and sharing documents, adding and editing text, placing images and shapes, and
commenting and highlighting items are just some of the items discussed.Part III handles the task
of explaining how to build slide presentations with Keynote. You’ll learn how to choose a
template for your presentation, manage and insert multimedia into slides, play your
presentations for an audience, and much more.And finally, Part IV guides you through the
sometimes daunting task of working with spreadsheets using Numbers. Importing and exporting
spreadsheets into various supported formats, printing spreadsheets, building formulas into your
cells, displaying information using charts, and many more options are covered here.You can
read the chapters in any order you like, but I strongly suggest reading Chapter 1 first because it
covers some of the barest of basics, which are referred to in later chapters.It’s my sincere hope
that you’ll find the iWork suite to be as productive and fun as I do, and that this book is more than
an introduction, but a doorway to working better, simpler, and smarter.PART IIntroducing
Productivity, the Apple Way1A Brief Overview of Apple’s Productivity SoftwareHOW TO…
Understand Apple’s way of being productive Learn what Pages, Keynote, and Numbers can do
for you Discover common features of each app based on platform Navigate compatibility and
other potential problems Find further helpBy now, the world knows that Apple’s way of doing
things is often the best way. When you think of Apple and their products, you think of simplicity,
form and function, and unparalleled user-friendliness. You already know that when it comes to
creativity, Apple is hands down the best in the computing biz at providing an experience that
nurtures the creative mind.What about the productive side of us Mac users? For years, another
giant in the computing world has held sway when it comes to being productive on the Mac, in
terms of word processing, creating presentations, and building spreadsheets. Certainly, Apple
could turn its collective software genius toward creating a better way to perform these tasks—an
Apple way, as it were—right? The answer to that question, dear reader, is a resounding “yes!,”
and in this chapter, you’ll get a bird’s-eye view of this “Apple way.”Why Be Productive the Apple
Way?Apple has always been seen as the “anti-Microsoft,” so when they first introduced their
suite of productivity apps, iWork, some were put off by the notion. Hardcore Microsoft Office
users simply snickered at the idea of using Apple software to conquer their productivity needs,
while others kicked the tires but didn’t take to it, wishing to continue doing things the way they
always had. However, as Apple began including the iWork apps (Pages, Keynote, and Numbers)
with every Mac purchased, more and more folks began to not only use them, but prefer them.
The interfaces of the apps were so much more intuitive than those from Microsoft, and if you



could use one of them proficiently, you could very quickly adapt to using the others.Another
interesting thing happened that opened the door for the iWork apps to new users: Apple created
versions of them for their insanely popular iPad. As the iPad began to gain popularity with
businesses, so too did Apple’s suite of productivity apps. You see, even as of this writing,
Microsoft has yet to produce an iPad-ready version of their Office suite of apps, leaving the field
wide open for Apple. Even though compatibility between the OS X (Mac) and iOS (iPad)
versions of Pages, Keynote, and Numbers left much to be desired, some compatibility was
better than none at all.In 2013, Apple introduced new versions of their iWork apps, and this time
compatibility between the OS X and iOS versions was of paramount concern. Apple now offers
not only near-identical versions for the Mac, iPad, and iPhone in terms of functionality, but a web-
based version of them as well (through Apple’s iCloud), further extending the iWork apps to non-
Apple computer users. Suddenly, Joe could begin a document on his Mac at home, edit it on his
iPad while taking the train to the office, and, once in the office, further revise the document after
logging in to his iCloud account via a web browser on his Windows-based work PC. In effect,
Apple has now completed the productivity circle, making their way of productivity the simplest
and most intuitive on the market.Is Apple’s way of handling productivity the best way for you?
There’s only one way to find out—try it! Since Apple is literally giving away their iWork suite with
every Mac, iPad, and iPhone purchased on or after October 1, 2013, there’s no good financial
reason not to dip your toes in the water, if not take the plunge entirely. It’s my hope that this book
will be your go-to guide for getting to know this wonderful set of apps, and that you’ll soon be
spreading the good news about the Apple way of doing things.For more information on getting
the iWork suite of apps for free, please visit .Referencing Microsoft Office ApplicationsDear
Reader: Since many of you are very likely familiar with Microsoft’s Office suite of applications, I’ll
frequently be making comparisons to some of the applications contained within it (specifically
Word, PowerPoint, and Excel), in order to give you a bit of a reference point as to what the apps
in Apple’s iWork can do in relation to what you’re used to. Those of you who are not familiar with
Microsoft Office (lucky!) will still be able to follow along quite nicely, as I’m assuming that this is a
first foray into productivity apps for some of you. What’s that? Oh! You’re quite welcome!Where
to Get the iWork AppsAll three iWork apps (Pages, Keynote, and Numbers) can be downloaded
from the App Store. The App Store is available on the Mac in OS X and on iPads and iPhones
running iOS.In OS X, click the Apple menu in the upper left corner of your screen and select App
Store. Once in the App Store, type iWork or the name of the app in the search field in the upper
right corner of the App Store window and press RETURN to find the apps. Select the app to
install it on your Mac.In iOS, find the App Store icon and tap it (where it’s found is entirely up to
where you’ve placed it on your device). Once in the App Store, type iWork or the name of the
app in the search field found in the upper right corner of the screen and tap Search on the
onscreen keyboard. Tap the name of the app and install it to use it on your iPad or iPhone.What
Does Pages Do?Pages is Apple’s entry into the world of word processors. Word processing
applications have been around for a long time, and almost everyone who’s used a computer



since the 1980s has used a word processing application at some point. These applications allow
you to put your thoughts into words, the white square on your computer’s screen acting as digital
paper to your keyboard’s digital ink. Word processors have varied from the most basic to the
quite feature-rich, and Pages definitely falls into the latter category, as does Microsoft’s Word.
However, Pages separates itself from the rest of the word processor pack by virtue of its
elegance, ease of use, and simple yet powerful approach to performing tasks that seem like
pure drudgery on others of its kin. You’ll come to see that these features aren’t unique to Pages
in the iWork suite, as Keynote and Numbers boast the same beautiful interface and
intuitiveness.Pages is much more than a word processor, though. Pages is very capable of page
layout, enabling you to incorporate images, graphics, and creatively use fonts and colors to build
beautiful documents, such as brochures and fliers. While Pages isn’t meant to replace true
heavy-duty page layout apps like Adobe’s InDesign or Quark’s QuarkXPress, it is quite capable
of producing gorgeous output in its own right.Here are just a few of the things you can do with
Pages at your command:• Easily drop images and other graphics into your documents. You can
even align them simply and accurately with little effort, giving your documents a super-appealing
look and feel.• Share your documents with others easily and quickly, whether they (or you) are
on a Mac, using an iPad or iPhone, or on the Web using a non-Mac computer (unfortunately,
sometimes it happens) and iCloud.• Import documents created by folks who use Microsoft
Word. You can also export your documents into Word format.• Get off to a fast start when
creating documents using the beautiful templates that come with Pages.• Change the look and
feel of an entire document in an instant using Pages’ preset styling options.• Type a document.
Yep, if you want it that simple, you got it.• Utilize built-in coaching tips, which help guide you in
the right direction when you’re in the middle of a fever-pitched word processing session.• Edit
documents and make comments with uncanny ease.• Write the next bestselling ebook and
become an Internet sensation! (In case you’re wondering, Pages can indeed export your entire
document in ePub format, which is the default ebook format.)Check out Chapter 3 to get started
with Pages. Yes, you have permission to skip ahead if you wish.What Does Keynote Do?Keynote
is to Microsoft PowerPoint what Pages is to Word: Apple’s (fantastic) answer to creating
knockout presentations. For years PowerPoint has been the de facto standard of presentation-
creation applications, but Keynote has caught the eye of many a presentation-giver since its
release. Keynote first began as software used by Apple co-founder Steve Jobs to build his world-
famous Macworld Expo keynote address presentations, and eventually made it to the masses in
January of 2003.As part of the iWork suite of apps, Keynote handles its tasks with the same
elegance, simplicity, and power as its word processor and spreadsheet cousins. If you’ve
created presentations with PowerPoint, you’ll be pleasantly and quickly at home with
Keynote.Here are a few of the things you can do with Keynote:• PowerPoint-compatible
presentations can easily be imported and exported.• The included themes designed by Apple
can help you kick-start your presentation, or start from scratch and build your own impressive
“preso” (cool business lingo for presentation).• The format panel puts all the tools you’ll need to



build your presentation within easy reach, so you won’t have to go menu hopping to make things
just right.• Like Pages, turning on Keynote’s coaching tips gives you instruction and direction on
the fly.• Emphasis builds, which are slight—but attention-getting—animations, accentuate
important objects in your presentations without taking away from your main message.• The
Presenter Display feature allows you simple and intuitive control over your presentation, with
your audience being none-the-wiser.• Interactive charts will wow even the most bored onlooker,
and give your presentation that extra little SNAP that brings attention to your points.• As with all
things iWork, sharing a presentation with others is as simple as sending a link to it via Mail (OS
X’s and iOS’s default email program), Facebook, Twitter, and/or Messages (Apple’s messaging
system, native to both OS X and iOS).Chapter 6 is where we get rolling with our presentation of
Keynote (get it?… presentation… Keynote…), so mosey on over if you want to get a jump-start
learning the best presentation software out there.What Does Numbers Do?Ah, spreadsheets.
How the world does love its spreadsheets. We use spreadsheets for everything from the
company budget to the family grocery list, from lists of military supplies to lists of the world’s
greatest athletes and their accomplishments. Well, Numbers is what we’ve all wished the
leading spreadsheet application (yes, I’m looking at you, Excel) was, and is powerful yet easy to
use and understand. And let’s not forget beautiful. Yes, your spreadsheets don’t have to be
simple, drab documents, but they certainly can be if simple and drab is your style (and there’s
nothing wrong with that, mind you).So, just how does Numbers help you get the items in your life
organized? Here are a few features to whet your appetite:• Let’s face it: Excel is the most widely
used spreadsheet application around (for now), so the ability to work with it seamlessly is a must
for those of us who have to work in corporate life. Luckily, like Pages and Keynote, Numbers is
extremely adept at not only importing and working with Excel-formatted spreadsheets, but also
creating them. Sharing spreadsheets with others is just as simple as it is with the other iWork
apps, too.• As I said, if you want simple and drab spreadsheets, you can certainly have them.
But Numbers is also quite adept at turning your spreadsheets into near works of art with
gorgeous charts and graphics built right in. Tables and other staples of spreadsheets can be
customized to suit your tastes and needs with ease.• Utilize one of more than 30 different
templates to get you started.• Numbers also benefits from having coaching tips built right in,
giving you help as you go about the business of putting together a great spreadsheet.• The
functions browser is a wonderful tool for seeing the built-in mathematical functions offered to
Numbers users. Use it to find the functions you want to use, as well as see examples of each.•
A neat function of Numbers is that when you select a group of cells, Numbers shows a list of
quick calculations near the bottom of the screen. Simply pick the calculation you want to use
(more on this great feature later).• Animated charts help you spot fluctuations in your
spreadsheets data. They also look great.• iCloud integration allows you to view, create, share,
and edit spreadsheets across multiple types of devices.We begin our exploration of Numbers in
Chapter 9; feel free to jump on over if you feel the need.Common Interface Features, Based on
PlatformApple has seen the wisdom of going multi-platform with iWork, and that is a very good



thing for all involved. As mentioned, iCloud allows you to create, view, and edit a file on several
different types of devices. Macs running OS X (Apple’s operating system for their superb lineup
of computers) and devices running iOS (such as iPads and iPhones) are afforded native
versions of each of the iWork apps. Computers and devices running alternative operating
systems with access to the Internet can also go to , where they can use web versions of Pages,
Keynote, and Numbers.Each app has its own set of very unique features, of course, but there
are also other interface features that are common to every app, which helps keep the learning
curve a little less curvy and the familiarity a little more familiar when moving from one app to the
other. In this section, we’ll take a look at the interface features common to all the apps, but we’ll
divide them based on the platform the apps are running in. This way, you’ll know where items are
before you even need them.Please note that in the following sections I’ll just briefly introduce
what each feature does; I’ll go into much more detail for most features in later chapters.OS XOS
X (in case you’re unfamiliar, the X is the Roman numeral, not the letter) is the best computer
operating system on the planet, hands down; if you don’t believe it, just ask me. I’ve used the
latest and greatest versions of each operating system for years, and there is simply no
experience like OS X. Every Mac on the planet comes preloaded with OS X, so if you’ve got a
Mac, rest assured that you’ve got OS X.The iWork apps are most at home on OS X, and that’s
where you’ll find they are at their most robust. While the iOS and iCloud versions of each app are
feature-rich, you won’t find everything in them that you’ll find in the OS X versions—yet!Figure
1-1 shows a typical toolbar containing features common to each of the iWork apps (common
features are highlighted). Table 1-1 lists the features and provides a brief explanation of
each.FIGURE 1-1 Highlighted items are features common to each of the iWork apps in OS
X.TABLE 1-1 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in OS XiOSIn case you
haven’t guessed by now, in my humble opinion, if it has an Apple logo on it, then it has to be the
best whatever (computer, mobile device, etc.) that it is. When you first turn on your iPad or
iPhone, you will see an Apple logo. Since what you’re seeing is the launch of iOS (Apple’s
operating system for its mobile devices), the Apple logo automatically brands iOS as being the
best of its kind (again, in my humble opinion).Apple recently revamped the iOS versions of the
iWork suite of apps to better work with their OS X and iCloud compadres. Apple also wanted to
make sure that when you move from app to app, you can quickly find your bearings through
common interface features, enabling you to get around easily within each app.Figure 1-2
displays the common features of the iOS versions of the iWork apps, and Table 1-2 gives a quick
rundown of what they accomplish.FIGURE 1-2 Common features of each iWork app, according
to their iOS versionsTABLE 1-2 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in
iOSiCloudiCloud is the new kid on the block when it comes to the iWork apps. As a matter of
fact, as of this writing, the iWork apps are still considered to be in beta (as evidenced by the little
yellow flag in the upper right corner of each one), which just means that Apple is still working on
making them the best apps they can be. Don’t let the beta tag fool you, though; these apps are
still quite capable, especially for a web-based product.Figure 1-3 shows the toolbar in Numbers,



which is largely representative of what you’ll see in Pages and Keynote for iCloud, in terms of
features. Table 1-3, like its predecessors, tells you briefly what each feature is capable of
handling for you.FIGURE 1-3 Features common to the iCloud versions of each iWork app are
highlighted.TABLE 1-3 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in
iCloudCompatibility and Other Potential IssuesOf course, we all know what THE major question
one has before using new software to do the jobs they’re used to performing with other titles: “Is
it compatible?”Compatibility is rightly no small concern. You get this great new software that
everyone’s raving about, you go to open one of your mainstay documents, and—WHAM!—all of
a sudden the text looks like something off of a 1940s vintage typewriter and the images make
van Gogh’s work look like that of a Realist. At this point, the blood begins to rapidly boil and
thoughts of tossing your computer out the window are (temporarily) entertained.To prevent this
from happening to you (and possibly to your Mac and other innocent bystanders), Apple has
provided quite a courtesy: a website that details each and every supported and unsupported
feature when it comes to each iWork app and its kin in the world of Microsoft Office. And before
you ask, yes, the list is limited to Microsoft Office. Other productivity suites are simply not in
competition with the iWork apps on a broad scale, and as I’ve already stated, Microsoft Office is
currently the alpha suite when it comes to productivity. Most businesses have used Microsoft
Word, Excel, or PowerPoint at some time (and most of them always have), so in order for Apple
to make any waves in the productivity suite universe, compatibility is of utmost concern. You can
find the compatibility list, the top of which is shown in Figure 1-4, at ; select the tab of each app
to see its particular list.FIGURE 1-4 Apple’s website has a complete and up-to-date list of
Microsoft Office compatibility issues.Pages is akin to Word, Keynote to PowerPoint, and
Numbers plays nice with Excel. You can go right to the list you need by inserting the name of the
appropriate app into the “pages” area of the link I provided. For example, instead of , you could
type and jump right to the PowerPoint to Keynote compatibility list. Bookmark the page if you
plan to return to it frequently..Where to Go for HelpEven the most seasoned of us needs help
every now and again, so there’s no shame to ask for it when necessary. There are multiple ways
to get help with Pages, Keynote, and Numbers, and you’re holding one of them in your hands.
Apple graciously provides the other methods of acquiring help; they want you to know how to
use their products so that you’ll be more able and ready to share the good news of them with
others in your sphere of influence.You will need Internet access to get the help I speak of in the
remainder of this chapter, with the exception of the onscreen coaching tips that are provided in-
app.Built-in HelpIt should go without saying that I am writing this book in hopes that it will be your
main source of instruction for all things iWork, but what if you don’t have this book handy (the
horror!)? Luckily, Apple has that issue (somewhat) squared away, too; they’ve included a handy
help section and other tools in each version of the iWork apps, so you’re never too far away from
help when needed.Getting Help in OS XYou can gain Apple’s insight into their OS X versions of
iWork by clicking the Tips button (looks like a yellow circle containing a?) in the toolbar. When
you click the Tips button, the coaching tips appear in the app’s window, pointing out various



landmarks and offering a description of them.One particularly interesting coaching tip can be
found in the lower left corner of the app window when tips are on: it’s called “Learn more about
using App Name” (App Name is, of course, the name of the app you’re using). Click this tip to
open the App Name Help window, and click the “visit App Name Help” link to open the app’s
Help manual in your default web browser. Use the menu on the left side of the screen to browse
for the topics that interest you.Finding Guidance in iOSOnce you’re within an iOS version of an
iWork app, you can tap the coaching tips icon in the upper right corner of the screen to turn on
tips.To access the full version of Help for the app in question, look to the lower left of the screen
(with coaching tips turned on) and you’ll see the “Learn more about using App Name” tip, just as
in the OS X apps. Tap this tip to open the Help window for your app. From the Help window you
can browse by topic or you can search for something particular by tapping the search icon (looks
like a magnifying glass) and entering the search term in the field provided. Tap Done in the upper
right of the Help window to return to your app.A Helping Hand Within iCloudThe iCloud apps
may still be in beta, but don’t think for a moment that Apple’s forgotten to provide help here, too.
As a matter of fact, the Help is quite robust for an app that’s still considered to be in beta, but
that’s a good thing now, isn’t it?Unlike the OS X and iOS versions, Help can’t be accessed
directly within your working window; you’ll need to get there from the main iCloud window. When
you’re working in a document within iCloud, iCloud opens a new browser window for it.So, from
the main iCloud window, click the coaching tips button (as in OS X, a yellow circle with?) to turn
tips on, then select Get Help from the coaching tips menu. This action whisks you away to the
Help window, where you’re free to browse the topics (via the menu on the left) or search for
something you need (the magnifying glass icon in the upper right).Apple’s Support WebsiteOne
more place to find a safety net when leaping from the iWork cliff is Apple’s famous Support site.
Apple is quite well known for providing excellent customer support, and their Support website is
the first line of said support.The main Support site can be reached by going to , but if you want to
go directly to the support site for one of the iWork apps, just enter the following into your
browser’s URL (address) field:PagesOS XiOSKeynoteOS XiOSNumbersOS XiOSThese links
don’t just provide the standard Help; you can see the latest available software downloads,
support articles pertaining to the particular app, links to the Support Communities for the app
(online communities of other users where specific questions are posted and answered), and
more!Of course, if you’re one who prefers to do things the old-fashioned way—speaking to real
people—you can always call Apple’s Tech Support at 800-275-2273, or visit your friendly
neighborhood Apple Store.SummaryYou’re now well versed in the “whys” of being productive the
Apple way, and you’ve gotten your feet wet with each of the apps in their various configurations.
We also dabbled a bit in how to get help beyond the little ditty you’re currently reading from. At
this point, we simply need to begin our exploration of iWork; it’ll be a fun ride—promise!2What Is
iCloud?HOW TO… Understand what iCloud is Discover the different aspects of iCloud Set up
an iCloud accountOne would be forgiven if, upon hearing of iCloud for the first time, they began
to wistfully imagine a place where angels can merrily listen to their iPods, make calls on their



iPhones, and surf the Web on their Macs. As serene as this scene is, I must burst that bubble for
you; however, iCloud may yet be the closest thing to digital heaven for many of us. Before I can
explain iCloud, you need to understand another term first: cloud computing.Cloud computing is
best understood as the use of remote network servers that are utilized for managing,
processing, and storing digital data. Typically, these servers are computers that are accessed
via the Internet, but can also be within a company’s local area network (LAN) or wide area
network (WAN). Cloud computing gives you the ability to access your work from multiple devices
(computers, tablets, smart phones, etc.) and multiple locations (usually anywhere you have an
Internet connection). For example, if you download a song from Apple’s iTunes Store, you can
save that song to iCloud, where you can then access it on your Mac, your iPhone, or your iPad.
The usefulness of such a concept is immediately recognizable, and the first time someone is
successfully able to use this kind of service is likened to a kind of epiphany.iCloud is cloud
computing done Apple’s way, and it is a nifty service that offers the user many features and
advantages. Want to know one of the best features (if not THE best) of iCloud, though?It’s
free.That’s right—I used the four-letter “f” word: free.Sounds kind of cool, huh? But what does
iCloud have to do with helping you be productive? Well, if you read Chapter 1 you probably can
take some educated guesses, but we’ll delve a bit more into the reasons in this chapter.This
chapter isn’t intended as an iCloud tutorial. I simply want to familiarize you with iCloud so that
you know how to get started with it and understand what it’s capable of, not only in regard to the
suite of iWork apps, but to your overall Apple user experience.A Quick Look at iCloud’s
FeaturesSo, up to now you’re thinking to yourself, “Self, this iCloud thingy sounds pretty good,
but I wonder what all it does? It can’t do too much, right? I mean, after all, it’s free!” Well, curb
your judgment and hang on to your keyboard! We’re going on a ride into the iCloud!Once you log
in to iCloud (as described later in the chapter), you’ll be presented with the Home screen, shown
in Figure 2-1. From here, you can quickly navigate (or soar, if you prefer) to the individual
features contained within iCloud.FIGURE 2-1 iCloud’s Home screen is where you get started
after you log in.MailPerhaps the most universally useful feature is iCloud’s appropriately named
email program, Mail. Mail in iCloud is very similar to Mail in OS X and iOS, and plays extremely
well with both. As a matter of fact, if you use your iCloud email account (more on how to get one
later in this chapter) with all of your devices, everything you do in one version of it will
automatically show up in other versions. For instance, if you add a folder to your account while
logged in to Mail for iCloud, the same folder will appear in your OS X and iOS versions of Mail
almost instantly.There are also no worries if you’re a Windows PC user who utilizes Microsoft
Outlook for your email program. Mail for iCloud will synchronize automatically with Microsoft
Outlook 2007 or later.You must have OS X version 10.7.5 and higher on your Mac and iOS
version 5 and higher on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch to properly use iCloud accounts with
Mail.ContactsNow you won’t have to worry about not having the address for Aunt Faye or the
phone number for Uncle Gary when you’re away from your Mac: you’ve got an iCloud account
and you’ve synchronized all of your contacts across all of your devices!Contacts for iCloud is



your one-stop shop for all of your contacts. Once you set up an iCloud account, you can sync
contacts from every device you use the account with. Contacts are then stored in iCloud, and
from that time forward you’ll have every contact you’ve ever created available to you, regardless
of which device you happen to have handy. You can create new contacts, delete contacts, edit
contacts, add contacts to groups, and more, and it will all instantly synchronize across
platforms.Again, PC users need not fret; if you have Microsoft Outlook 2007 or newer, your
contacts will be synced with your iCloud account, as well.CalendarYou’re probably beginning to
notice a pattern develop by now, having learned a bit about Contacts and Mail for iCloud. Both
apps are as connected as both ends of a rope to your devices running OS X and iOS; making
changes in one version of them immediately affects the other versions. Rest assured, this
pattern continues throughout iCloud’s offerings, and Calendar is (thankfully) no
exception.Calendar for iCloud works seamlessly with Calendar for OS X and Calendar for iOS. If
you create an event in one of them, it is bound to show up in the others, as it should. You’ll never
have to worry about transferring your calendar from your phone to your computer again, or vice
versa. iCloud handles all of that for you, and does it completely behind the scenes to boot. You
can also easily share your iCloud calendars with others from within iCloud or your other
supported devices.Once again, Microsoft Outlook 2007 and higher is supported with Calendar
for iCloud for Windows PC users, so iCloud will sync your important dates just as it does for Mac
users. All together now: “Thank you, Apple!”NotesWe’ve all done it. From the deepest recesses
of your mind springs a thought that, until now, no mortal human has ever conjured. You know this
thought will change the world as we know it—for the better, mind you—but you’re scared to near-
death that you’ll forget it before you get home. You scramble in your car’s glove compartment for
a scrap of paper and some kind of writing utensil, stumbling across an old envelope and one of
your children’s crayons. In a burst of energy and wonder, you scribble your paradigm-shifting
idea onto the envelope and exhale a sigh of relief. You then place the envelope in a super-secret
compartment of your briefcase and feel an overwhelming sense of peace, knowing your idea is
safe until you arrive home.You then promptly forget about your idea because someone in front of
you almost runs your car off the road. Months later, you accidentally toss the idea into the trash
when hastily cleaning out your briefcase before you have to catch your flight, consequently
depriving humanity of what would have surely been the next step in our evolution as a
species.Please allow me to speak for the rest of humankind when I say “thanks—a lot,” and with
no small amount of sarcasm, I might add.Now, imagine you were an iCloud user, and you had
your trusty iPad or iPhone handy when this monumental thought struck home. You could have
quickly whipped out the device, opened the Notes app, jotted down this Idea of Ideas, and it
would have been instantly synced in iCloud. Within months, statues bearing your likeness would
have been erected in the four corners of the world.Yes, Notes can do that for you. Oh, and it can
keep up with your grocery list, too.Microsoft Outlook users, please be aware that while you can
see your iCloud notes in Outlook, you should only edit them from a Mac, an iOS device, or within
iCloud in a web browser. Any changes you make to them within Outlook won’t be synchronized



with iCloud.RemindersRemember the planners we older folks used to carry around? Every
appointment we could schedule was listed in those planners, our entire months and year
planned to the hilt. Reminders for iCloud is the digital equivalent of those planners. Whatever
appointments or to-do lists you have can be loaded into Reminders, and they will show up on all
of your Mac, Windows, and iOS devices.PC users rejoice: Reminders will synchronize with the
Tasks app in Windows, assuming you have the iCloud control panel installed on your computer
(more on that in a bit).Find My iPhoneFind My iPhone is one great feature. Enabling this little bit
of inspiration on your iPhone, iPad, Mac, or iPod touch allows you the ability to find it in the event
that it’s lost or stolen. One thing to remember, though: the device does actually have to be turned
on in order for this feature to work.Find My iPhone lets you• Find the location of your Mac or iOS
device on a map.• Play a sound on your Mac or iOS device to help you locate it.• Use Lost
Mode to lock and track your iOS device or Mac.• Remotely erase your information from the Mac
or iOS device.Another wonderful feature is Activation Lock, only available with iOS 7 or later.
Activation Lock requires someone to enter your Apple ID and password before they can use your
device.For more information on Find My iPhone, please visit .This tool won’t work for Windows-
based computers, but Windows users can still use iCloud to track their iOS devices or Macs
using the Find My iPhone for iCloud app in their favorite supported browser (Internet Explorer 9
or later, Firefox 22 or later, or Chrome 28 or later).Now, if only Apple would come up with a Find
My Keys app….Pages, Keynote, and NumbersThe whole reason iCloud is mentioned in this
book is, of course, because of its inclusion of the web-based versions of the iWork suite apps:
Pages, Keynote, and Numbers. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, these apps are in beta as of this
writing, but they are very functional and worth your time. Apple has also provided you an
opportunity to weigh in with your opinion of each app, using the Feedback feature found in the
toolbar of every document you work on in iCloud.I’ll be covering tasks that you can perform in
the iCloud versions of these apps in the upcoming chapters. Don’t worry if a feature you’d like to
use in the iCloud versions isn’t available yet; it may well be soon, as Apple is updating the
iCloud, iOS, and Mac versions of these apps at a pretty good clip.Begin Using iCloudNow that
you’ve got a good handle on just what iCloud can provide you in terms of functionality, allow me
to show you how to get started with this gift of cloud computing goodness.Creating an iCloud
AccountTo get started you’ll need an iCloud account, also known as an Apple ID. An Apple ID is
your key to unlocking all things Apple. You can use it to log in to iCloud, to purchase items on the
Apple Store or iTunes Store, and more. You may already have an Apple ID from when you first
purchased your Mac or iOS device, and if so, all you need to do is enable iCloud on your
device.If you don’t have an Apple ID, though, let’s put first things first and get one. To acquire an
Apple ID, type appleid.apple.com (don’t add “www.” or anything else to the beginning of this
address) into the URL field of your favorite web browser and press RETURN or ENTER. Once
the page loads, all the links are there to help you get an Apple ID.Once you have an Apple ID,
you’ll need to associate it with your devices so they sync with iCloud.To associate your Apple ID
with your Mac:1. Click the Apple menu in the upper left corner of your screen and select System



Preferences.2. Once System Preferences opens, click the iCloud icon.3. Enter your Apple ID
and password in the appropriate fields, then click the Sign In button.4. Decide whether to
enable the options for using iCloud for mail, contacts, etc., and for Find My Mac, then click Next.
If you’re not sure, uncheck both options; you can revisit these options at a later time.5. Check
the box next to Documents & Data to use iCloud with Pages, Keynote, and Numbers. Click the
Options button to the right of Documents & Data and check the boxes next to Keynote,
Numbers, and Pages. All other options are up to you, but those options are outside the scope of
this book, therefore I’m unable to advise you on them.6. Close System Preferences when you
finish setting up iCloud.To associate your Apple ID with your iOS device:1. Open the Settings
app.2. Select iCloud from the Settings menu on the left of the screen, enter your Apple ID and
password in the appropriate fields, and tap Sign In.3. Once signed in, you’ll be prompted
whether to merge your data with iCloud. This is, of course, entirely up to you. If you’re unsure, tap
Don’t Merge; you can always come back and change these settings later.4. After deciding to
merge your data or not, you’ll be asked if iCloud can use the location of your iPad. Again, this is
entirely up to you and outside the scope of this book. If you’re not sure, tap Don’t Allow and
decide later.5. You’ll notice that lots of options, such as Mail, Contacts, and the like, are
enabled. Yet again, all of those are beyond the scope of our little tome, so whether to enable or
disable them is at your discretion. However, if you want to use iCloud with Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers, you’ll need to enable that feature. To do so, tap Documents & Data, and then tap the
sliders next to Keynote, Numbers, and Pages to enable each of them.You are now ready to roll
as far as setting up your devices for the purposes of this book. Anything you do with Pages,
Keynote, and Numbers on your Mac or iOS device will be synced automatically with iCloud.For
help with setting up your Windows-based PC, or even your Apple TV, with your iCloud account,
please visit .Accessing Your iCloud AccountNow that you’re set up with an Apple ID, or iCloud
account, you can easily access iCloud via any supported web browser on a Mac or a Windows-
based PC:1. Open your browser.2. Type icloud.com into the URL field and press RETURN or
ENTER. If you have trouble, try adding “www.” or “https://www.” to the beginning of the
address.3. Type your Apple ID and password into the appropriate fields and press RETURN or
ENTER.4. Once the Home screen appears, click an app to use its features.Make sure you’re
able to access and fully utilize iCloud by understanding its system requirements. To see system
requirements for your device, go to from within your favorite web browser.SummaryiCloud is the
way of the future when it comes to managing, sharing, and using our digital information, and it’s
especially handy when it comes to being productive in the world of Apple. You’re now set up to
use iCloud and experience Pages, Keynote, and Numbers to their fullest extent. To learn more
about iCloud itself, visit .PART IIWord Processing and Page Layout, the Apple Way3Pages
BasicsHOW TO… Navigate the interface of each version of Pages Set preferences to work the
way you like to Work with your documents Add, edit, and format text Work with various parts of
your document, including headers, footers, styles, and moreWell, you’ve heard quite a bit from
me in the first two chapters about how great and marvelous the iWork suite of apps is, and now



it’s time for me to put up or shut up. In this chapter, I’ll take our first venture into one of the apps,
Pages, and you’ll become more familiar with the Apple way of being productive.Pages is more
than a word processor: it’s a way to make your text stand above the fray. Pages is deceptive in its
simplicity, almost lulling you into a false sense of absence of power and functionality. Can Pages
do anything and everything that someone would want a word processor to do? Well, honestly,
no. But then again, no product on the market can promise that. While one word processor may
have more functions, more functions doesn’t necessarily translate to better usability. Also, what
works for you may not work for me. As with everything, it comes down to a matter of need and
taste. Some folks place more importance on having every possible tool available to them (even
obscure ones they most likely will never use and probably have never used before) than on truly
enjoying their user experience. Others would rather enjoy working with their apps and
documents, while knowing that every last thing in the entire world that a word processor has ever
been thought of as being able to do is simply not available, and most likely will not ever be
necessary to them (or those they may share documents with).I hope you fall into the latter camp,
and will come to know Pages as not only a word processor, but a friend. A friend who helps you
put together truly beautiful documents! It’s never a bad thing for your creations to look better
than everyone else’s, unless they happen to be that of your spouse or boss (or worse, if they’re
both); you’re on your own with that one, partner.Getting Around in PagesWhen a chef tries to
work in a kitchen that’s not his own, he needs to be shown where he can find the essential tools
he needs to whip up something wonderful, and the same concept applies with an app you’re not
familiar with. Sure, you might know what all the little doodads and buttons are for Word’s Ribbon
feature, but you’re not in Microsoft-land anymore. Let’s kick off this chapter by exploring how to
navigate Pages’ interface so that you are better equipped to access its plethora of
features.Figure 3-1 affords a bird’s-eye view of Pages from within OS X. This figure serves more
as a map than a tutorial; we’ll be going over how to use each of the landscape features as we go
through this book, so no worries. You were given a brief explanation of many of these features in
Chapter 1. As a reminder, other than Insert and Setup, all items in the Pages toolbar are also
present in the Keynote and Numbers toolbars.FIGURE 3-1 The layout of the land, as far as
Pages in OS X goes, anywayThe contents of the Format bar will change depending on the
element you’ve selected in the document. If you select an image, image formatting options will
appear; should you select text, text-related options show up, and so forth.Figure 3-2 is a good
representation of what the same document looks like when opened in Pages for iOS.FIGURE
3-2 The same document, as seen in iOS PagesIf you read Chapter 1, you already have a
general knowledge of each of the toolbar features called out in Figure 3-2, except Documents,
which I didn’t cover because it’s specific to Pages. If you tap Documents in the upper left corner,
you’ll be taken from the document you’re presently working in to a list of documents you’ve
previously worked with.Most screenshots I’ll show throughout this book from iOS apps will be in
landscape mode. I point this out only to put your mind at ease should you wonder why my
screenshot might look slightly different from what you’re seeing (aside from document content,



of course) if you happen to be viewing your iOS device in portrait mode.Figure 3-3 displays the
same document again, but this time within iCloud’s version of Pages. You’ll note that the
document and its contents remain the same throughout all versions. As a matter of fact, while
writing this I had the document open in all three versions at the same time, and any changes I
made within one version were automatically pushed to the others. I told you this was all pretty
cool.FIGURE 3-3 Pages documents look the same in iCloud as they do in iOS and OS
X.Setting Pages’ PreferencesWe all have our unique styles and ways we like to do things. As
much as Apple would love for us to do everything the way they recommend, they at least give us
some leeway as individual users for some of the options in Pages. These options are called
preferences, and I’ll show you how to set preferences within each version of Pages.If the same
preference option is available within multiple versions of the app, you’ll need to set the option in
each version of the app in order for it to be consistent across platforms. Being logged in to
iCloud doesn’t mean you can set a preference in OS X, for example, and have the same
preference changed automatically in iOS.OS X PreferencesLet’s look at preferences in OS X
Pages first. To open the preferences, press -, or for those who are new to the Mac, press the
COMMAND key and comma key simultaneously. You could also click the Pages menu in the
upper left of your screen (to the immediate right of the Apple menu) and select Preferences.
Once the Preferences window is open, you have the option of selecting either the General tab or
the Rulers tab.The General tab of Pages’ Preferences window is shown in Figure 3-4. From here,
you can make several adjustments, such as:FIGURE 3-4 The General tab of Pages’
Preferences window• For New Documents Select either Show Template Chooser or Use
Template as the default action when you begin to create a new document. Selecting Show
Template Chooser does just what it says, and selecting Use Template will automatically create a
new document from a template you choose by clicking the Change Template button and
selecting it from a location on your Mac.• Editing This section lets you set default actions for
editing a document:• Automatically detect lists Check this box to have Pages detect when you
are typing a list. When a list is detected, Pages automatically formats it as such.• Curves default
to Bézier Check this box for curves to be Bézier curves by default, or leave it unchecked to use
smooth curves.• Show suggestions when editing table cells When this box is checked, Pages
will offer advice to you based on information in other cells of the same column.• Invisibles
Every document contains invisible elements (such as line breaks) that don’t appear in final
output but can be helpful to see onscreen when working within the document, such as to format
it. Click this box to set the default color for such elements when viewing them.• Adding Movies
Check the Optimize Movies For iOS box when you want to add a movie to your document and it
will be viewed by folks using iOS devices.• Author Add a name to use when tracking changes
and making comments within a document.The Rulers tab offers options for helping you decide
where to place items within your document:• Ruler Units• Click the pop-up menu to select a
default unit of measurement.• Check the Show Size And Position When Moving Objects box to
see an onscreen prompt that shows you exactly that.• Check the Enable Vertical Ruler For



Documents With Body Text option to display a ruler on the left side of the document window
when rulers are being shown.• Alignment Guides• Click the box to select a default color for
alignment guides.• Check the box to enable, or uncheck to disable, the options for showing
guides at the center and/or edges of objects in the document. These guides make it easier to
correctly place an item within the boundaries of the document and among other items in it.iOS
PreferencesNext, we’ll jump over to the iOS version of Pages. One thing you’ll note rather
quickly: preferences aren’t called “preferences” in the iOS version; they’re called Settings, but
they perform the same function of creating app-wide defaults.To access these Settings, open a
document, tap the Tools icon (looks like a wrench) in the upper right of the screen, and then tap
Settings. The Settings menu, shown in Figure 3-5, gives us several offerings, which are more
clearly spelled out in Table 3-1. Simply touch the toggle switch to the right of each option to
enable it (toggle turns green) or disable it (toggle is white).FIGURE 3-5 Preferences are known
as Settings in Pages for iOS.TABLE 3-1 Available Options in Settings for iOS PagesiCloud
PreferencesAs with its mobile cousin, Pages for iOS, Pages for iCloud also refers to its
preferences as Settings. There is only a handful to cover, as shown in Figure 3-6, so let’s get to
it:FIGURE 3-6 Pages for iCloud offers several options for setting your defaults.• Show/Hide
Format Panel Select to show or hide the format panel on the right side of the screen.• Check
Spelling Select to enable or disable automatic spell checking.• Center Guides Select to see
guides when one item’s center aligns with another item’s center, or with the center of the page.•
Edge Guides Select to see guides when an item’s edges align with another item’s edges.•
Spacing Guides Select to see when three or more items are equally spaced apart within a
line.• Set Password Select to add a password for the document you’re currently working
in.Pages, Keynote & Numbersfor OS X and iOSPages, Keynote & Numbersfor OS X and
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turns driving this bus and keeping it on the road.Joshua Fleetwood, thank you kindly for taking a
break from your superhero duties to help with the technical editing. Did you ever find your
missing cape?Much appreciation to Bill McManus and Janet Walden for their editing prowess as
well.Finally, I sincerely thank all who have had a hand in bringing this book from my MacBook
Pro to bookshelves everywhere!IntroductionCongratulations! You’re about to discover how much
simpler being productive is when Apple leads the way! Word processing, presentations, and
spreadsheets are approached in a refreshing way with Apple’s iWork suite, which consists of
Pages, Keynote, and Numbers, and this book will be your guide to getting up and running with
them.Why This Book?Almost anyone who’s touched a computer in the last couple of decades
has created a document with a word processing application. Many of those people have also
sweated over loads of data with a spreadsheet application, or have put together slides to display
in front of audiences (large or small) using a presentation application. Many different
applications have been offered to help users handle these three tasks—some of which do so
very well, and others not so much—but all have seemed to make each of the tasks more difficult
than they needed to be.Apple to the rescue! This book is intended to introduce you to Apple’s
way of performing these tasks, which is (of course) as intuitive and fun as computer geeks can
possibly make them. If you’ve ever worked with documents, presentations, or spreadsheets, you
owe it to yourself to check out the iWork suite before going back to the old standbys.How Is This
Book Organized?I’ve divided this book into four parts to help you, dear reader, navigate between
the topics that interest you at any particular time.Part I covers what each app in the iWork suite
can help you accomplish, and gives you a brief overview of features that are common to each of
them. It also helps you understand what iCloud is and how it is used in conjunction with
iWork.Part II gives you the inside scoop for Pages, Apple’s answer to the word processing world.
Creating and sharing documents, adding and editing text, placing images and shapes, and
commenting and highlighting items are just some of the items discussed.Part III handles the task
of explaining how to build slide presentations with Keynote. You’ll learn how to choose a
template for your presentation, manage and insert multimedia into slides, play your
presentations for an audience, and much more.And finally, Part IV guides you through the
sometimes daunting task of working with spreadsheets using Numbers. Importing and exporting
spreadsheets into various supported formats, printing spreadsheets, building formulas into your



cells, displaying information using charts, and many more options are covered here.You can
read the chapters in any order you like, but I strongly suggest reading Chapter 1 first because it
covers some of the barest of basics, which are referred to in later chapters.It’s my sincere hope
that you’ll find the iWork suite to be as productive and fun as I do, and that this book is more than
an introduction, but a doorway to working better, simpler, and
smarter.IntroductionCongratulations! You’re about to discover how much simpler being
productive is when Apple leads the way! Word processing, presentations, and spreadsheets are
approached in a refreshing way with Apple’s iWork suite, which consists of Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers, and this book will be your guide to getting up and running with them.Why This Book?
Almost anyone who’s touched a computer in the last couple of decades has created a document
with a word processing application. Many of those people have also sweated over loads of data
with a spreadsheet application, or have put together slides to display in front of audiences (large
or small) using a presentation application. Many different applications have been offered to help
users handle these three tasks—some of which do so very well, and others not so much—but all
have seemed to make each of the tasks more difficult than they needed to be.Apple to the
rescue! This book is intended to introduce you to Apple’s way of performing these tasks, which is
(of course) as intuitive and fun as computer geeks can possibly make them. If you’ve ever
worked with documents, presentations, or spreadsheets, you owe it to yourself to check out the
iWork suite before going back to the old standbys.How Is This Book Organized?I’ve divided this
book into four parts to help you, dear reader, navigate between the topics that interest you at any
particular time.Part I covers what each app in the iWork suite can help you accomplish, and
gives you a brief overview of features that are common to each of them. It also helps you
understand what iCloud is and how it is used in conjunction with iWork.Part II gives you the
inside scoop for Pages, Apple’s answer to the word processing world. Creating and sharing
documents, adding and editing text, placing images and shapes, and commenting and
highlighting items are just some of the items discussed.Part III handles the task of explaining
how to build slide presentations with Keynote. You’ll learn how to choose a template for your
presentation, manage and insert multimedia into slides, play your presentations for an audience,
and much more.And finally, Part IV guides you through the sometimes daunting task of working
with spreadsheets using Numbers. Importing and exporting spreadsheets into various supported
formats, printing spreadsheets, building formulas into your cells, displaying information using
charts, and many more options are covered here.You can read the chapters in any order you
like, but I strongly suggest reading Chapter 1 first because it covers some of the barest of
basics, which are referred to in later chapters.It’s my sincere hope that you’ll find the iWork suite
to be as productive and fun as I do, and that this book is more than an introduction, but a
doorway to working better, simpler, and smarter.IntroductionCongratulations! You’re about to
discover how much simpler being productive is when Apple leads the way! Word processing,
presentations, and spreadsheets are approached in a refreshing way with Apple’s iWork suite,
which consists of Pages, Keynote, and Numbers, and this book will be your guide to getting up



and running with them.Why This Book?Almost anyone who’s touched a computer in the last
couple of decades has created a document with a word processing application. Many of those
people have also sweated over loads of data with a spreadsheet application, or have put
together slides to display in front of audiences (large or small) using a presentation application.
Many different applications have been offered to help users handle these three tasks—some of
which do so very well, and others not so much—but all have seemed to make each of the tasks
more difficult than they needed to be.Apple to the rescue! This book is intended to introduce you
to Apple’s way of performing these tasks, which is (of course) as intuitive and fun as computer
geeks can possibly make them. If you’ve ever worked with documents, presentations, or
spreadsheets, you owe it to yourself to check out the iWork suite before going back to the old
standbys.How Is This Book Organized?I’ve divided this book into four parts to help you, dear
reader, navigate between the topics that interest you at any particular time.Part I covers what
each app in the iWork suite can help you accomplish, and gives you a brief overview of features
that are common to each of them. It also helps you understand what iCloud is and how it is used
in conjunction with iWork.Part II gives you the inside scoop for Pages, Apple’s answer to the
word processing world. Creating and sharing documents, adding and editing text, placing
images and shapes, and commenting and highlighting items are just some of the items
discussed.Part III handles the task of explaining how to build slide presentations with Keynote.
You’ll learn how to choose a template for your presentation, manage and insert multimedia into
slides, play your presentations for an audience, and much more.And finally, Part IV guides you
through the sometimes daunting task of working with spreadsheets using Numbers. Importing
and exporting spreadsheets into various supported formats, printing spreadsheets, building
formulas into your cells, displaying information using charts, and many more options are covered
here.You can read the chapters in any order you like, but I strongly suggest reading Chapter 1
first because it covers some of the barest of basics, which are referred to in later chapters.It’s my
sincere hope that you’ll find the iWork suite to be as productive and fun as I do, and that this
book is more than an introduction, but a doorway to working better, simpler, and smarter.PART
IIntroducing Productivity, the Apple WayPART IIntroducing Productivity, the Apple WayPART
IIntroducing Productivity, the Apple Way1A Brief Overview of Apple’s Productivity SoftwareHOW
TO… Understand Apple’s way of being productive Learn what Pages, Keynote, and Numbers
can do for you Discover common features of each app based on platform Navigate
compatibility and other potential problems Find further helpBy now, the world knows that
Apple’s way of doing things is often the best way. When you think of Apple and their products,
you think of simplicity, form and function, and unparalleled user-friendliness. You already know
that when it comes to creativity, Apple is hands down the best in the computing biz at providing
an experience that nurtures the creative mind.What about the productive side of us Mac users?
For years, another giant in the computing world has held sway when it comes to being
productive on the Mac, in terms of word processing, creating presentations, and building
spreadsheets. Certainly, Apple could turn its collective software genius toward creating a better



way to perform these tasks—an Apple way, as it were—right? The answer to that question, dear
reader, is a resounding “yes!,” and in this chapter, you’ll get a bird’s-eye view of this “Apple
way.”Why Be Productive the Apple Way?Apple has always been seen as the “anti-Microsoft,” so
when they first introduced their suite of productivity apps, iWork, some were put off by the notion.
Hardcore Microsoft Office users simply snickered at the idea of using Apple software to conquer
their productivity needs, while others kicked the tires but didn’t take to it, wishing to continue
doing things the way they always had. However, as Apple began including the iWork apps
(Pages, Keynote, and Numbers) with every Mac purchased, more and more folks began to not
only use them, but prefer them. The interfaces of the apps were so much more intuitive than
those from Microsoft, and if you could use one of them proficiently, you could very quickly adapt
to using the others.Another interesting thing happened that opened the door for the iWork apps
to new users: Apple created versions of them for their insanely popular iPad. As the iPad began
to gain popularity with businesses, so too did Apple’s suite of productivity apps. You see, even
as of this writing, Microsoft has yet to produce an iPad-ready version of their Office suite of apps,
leaving the field wide open for Apple. Even though compatibility between the OS X (Mac) and
iOS (iPad) versions of Pages, Keynote, and Numbers left much to be desired, some
compatibility was better than none at all.In 2013, Apple introduced new versions of their iWork
apps, and this time compatibility between the OS X and iOS versions was of paramount
concern. Apple now offers not only near-identical versions for the Mac, iPad, and iPhone in
terms of functionality, but a web-based version of them as well (through Apple’s iCloud), further
extending the iWork apps to non-Apple computer users. Suddenly, Joe could begin a document
on his Mac at home, edit it on his iPad while taking the train to the office, and, once in the office,
further revise the document after logging in to his iCloud account via a web browser on his
Windows-based work PC. In effect, Apple has now completed the productivity circle, making
their way of productivity the simplest and most intuitive on the market.Is Apple’s way of handling
productivity the best way for you? There’s only one way to find out—try it! Since Apple is literally
giving away their iWork suite with every Mac, iPad, and iPhone purchased on or after October 1,
2013, there’s no good financial reason not to dip your toes in the water, if not take the plunge
entirely. It’s my hope that this book will be your go-to guide for getting to know this wonderful set
of apps, and that you’ll soon be spreading the good news about the Apple way of doing
things.For more information on getting the iWork suite of apps for free, please visit .Referencing
Microsoft Office ApplicationsDear Reader: Since many of you are very likely familiar with
Microsoft’s Office suite of applications, I’ll frequently be making comparisons to some of the
applications contained within it (specifically Word, PowerPoint, and Excel), in order to give you a
bit of a reference point as to what the apps in Apple’s iWork can do in relation to what you’re
used to. Those of you who are not familiar with Microsoft Office (lucky!) will still be able to follow
along quite nicely, as I’m assuming that this is a first foray into productivity apps for some of you.
What’s that? Oh! You’re quite welcome!Where to Get the iWork AppsAll three iWork apps
(Pages, Keynote, and Numbers) can be downloaded from the App Store. The App Store is



available on the Mac in OS X and on iPads and iPhones running iOS.In OS X, click the Apple
menu in the upper left corner of your screen and select App Store. Once in the App Store, type
iWork or the name of the app in the search field in the upper right corner of the App Store
window and press RETURN to find the apps. Select the app to install it on your Mac.In iOS, find
the App Store icon and tap it (where it’s found is entirely up to where you’ve placed it on your
device). Once in the App Store, type iWork or the name of the app in the search field found in the
upper right corner of the screen and tap Search on the onscreen keyboard. Tap the name of the
app and install it to use it on your iPad or iPhone.What Does Pages Do?Pages is Apple’s entry
into the world of word processors. Word processing applications have been around for a long
time, and almost everyone who’s used a computer since the 1980s has used a word processing
application at some point. These applications allow you to put your thoughts into words, the
white square on your computer’s screen acting as digital paper to your keyboard’s digital ink.
Word processors have varied from the most basic to the quite feature-rich, and Pages definitely
falls into the latter category, as does Microsoft’s Word. However, Pages separates itself from the
rest of the word processor pack by virtue of its elegance, ease of use, and simple yet powerful
approach to performing tasks that seem like pure drudgery on others of its kin. You’ll come to
see that these features aren’t unique to Pages in the iWork suite, as Keynote and Numbers
boast the same beautiful interface and intuitiveness.Pages is much more than a word processor,
though. Pages is very capable of page layout, enabling you to incorporate images, graphics, and
creatively use fonts and colors to build beautiful documents, such as brochures and fliers. While
Pages isn’t meant to replace true heavy-duty page layout apps like Adobe’s InDesign or Quark’s
QuarkXPress, it is quite capable of producing gorgeous output in its own right.Here are just a
few of the things you can do with Pages at your command:• Easily drop images and other
graphics into your documents. You can even align them simply and accurately with little effort,
giving your documents a super-appealing look and feel.• Share your documents with others
easily and quickly, whether they (or you) are on a Mac, using an iPad or iPhone, or on the Web
using a non-Mac computer (unfortunately, sometimes it happens) and iCloud.• Import
documents created by folks who use Microsoft Word. You can also export your documents into
Word format.• Get off to a fast start when creating documents using the beautiful templates that
come with Pages.• Change the look and feel of an entire document in an instant using Pages’
preset styling options.• Type a document. Yep, if you want it that simple, you got it.• Utilize built-
in coaching tips, which help guide you in the right direction when you’re in the middle of a fever-
pitched word processing session.• Edit documents and make comments with uncanny ease.•
Write the next bestselling ebook and become an Internet sensation! (In case you’re wondering,
Pages can indeed export your entire document in ePub format, which is the default ebook
format.)Check out Chapter 3 to get started with Pages. Yes, you have permission to skip ahead if
you wish.What Does Keynote Do?Keynote is to Microsoft PowerPoint what Pages is to Word:
Apple’s (fantastic) answer to creating knockout presentations. For years PowerPoint has been
the de facto standard of presentation-creation applications, but Keynote has caught the eye of



many a presentation-giver since its release. Keynote first began as software used by Apple co-
founder Steve Jobs to build his world-famous Macworld Expo keynote address presentations,
and eventually made it to the masses in January of 2003.As part of the iWork suite of apps,
Keynote handles its tasks with the same elegance, simplicity, and power as its word processor
and spreadsheet cousins. If you’ve created presentations with PowerPoint, you’ll be pleasantly
and quickly at home with Keynote.Here are a few of the things you can do with Keynote:•
PowerPoint-compatible presentations can easily be imported and exported.• The included
themes designed by Apple can help you kick-start your presentation, or start from scratch and
build your own impressive “preso” (cool business lingo for presentation).• The format panel puts
all the tools you’ll need to build your presentation within easy reach, so you won’t have to go
menu hopping to make things just right.• Like Pages, turning on Keynote’s coaching tips gives
you instruction and direction on the fly.• Emphasis builds, which are slight—but attention-getting
—animations, accentuate important objects in your presentations without taking away from your
main message.• The Presenter Display feature allows you simple and intuitive control over your
presentation, with your audience being none-the-wiser.• Interactive charts will wow even the
most bored onlooker, and give your presentation that extra little SNAP that brings attention to
your points.• As with all things iWork, sharing a presentation with others is as simple as sending
a link to it via Mail (OS X’s and iOS’s default email program), Facebook, Twitter, and/or
Messages (Apple’s messaging system, native to both OS X and iOS).Chapter 6 is where we get
rolling with our presentation of Keynote (get it?… presentation… Keynote…), so mosey on over
if you want to get a jump-start learning the best presentation software out there.What Does
Numbers Do?Ah, spreadsheets. How the world does love its spreadsheets. We use
spreadsheets for everything from the company budget to the family grocery list, from lists of
military supplies to lists of the world’s greatest athletes and their accomplishments. Well,
Numbers is what we’ve all wished the leading spreadsheet application (yes, I’m looking at you,
Excel) was, and is powerful yet easy to use and understand. And let’s not forget beautiful. Yes,
your spreadsheets don’t have to be simple, drab documents, but they certainly can be if simple
and drab is your style (and there’s nothing wrong with that, mind you).So, just how does
Numbers help you get the items in your life organized? Here are a few features to whet your
appetite:• Let’s face it: Excel is the most widely used spreadsheet application around (for now),
so the ability to work with it seamlessly is a must for those of us who have to work in corporate
life. Luckily, like Pages and Keynote, Numbers is extremely adept at not only importing and
working with Excel-formatted spreadsheets, but also creating them. Sharing spreadsheets with
others is just as simple as it is with the other iWork apps, too.• As I said, if you want simple and
drab spreadsheets, you can certainly have them. But Numbers is also quite adept at turning your
spreadsheets into near works of art with gorgeous charts and graphics built right in. Tables and
other staples of spreadsheets can be customized to suit your tastes and needs with ease.•
Utilize one of more than 30 different templates to get you started.• Numbers also benefits from
having coaching tips built right in, giving you help as you go about the business of putting



together a great spreadsheet.• The functions browser is a wonderful tool for seeing the built-in
mathematical functions offered to Numbers users. Use it to find the functions you want to use, as
well as see examples of each.• A neat function of Numbers is that when you select a group of
cells, Numbers shows a list of quick calculations near the bottom of the screen. Simply pick the
calculation you want to use (more on this great feature later).• Animated charts help you spot
fluctuations in your spreadsheets data. They also look great.• iCloud integration allows you to
view, create, share, and edit spreadsheets across multiple types of devices.We begin our
exploration of Numbers in Chapter 9; feel free to jump on over if you feel the need.Common
Interface Features, Based on PlatformApple has seen the wisdom of going multi-platform with
iWork, and that is a very good thing for all involved. As mentioned, iCloud allows you to create,
view, and edit a file on several different types of devices. Macs running OS X (Apple’s operating
system for their superb lineup of computers) and devices running iOS (such as iPads and
iPhones) are afforded native versions of each of the iWork apps. Computers and devices
running alternative operating systems with access to the Internet can also go to , where they can
use web versions of Pages, Keynote, and Numbers.Each app has its own set of very unique
features, of course, but there are also other interface features that are common to every app,
which helps keep the learning curve a little less curvy and the familiarity a little more familiar
when moving from one app to the other. In this section, we’ll take a look at the interface features
common to all the apps, but we’ll divide them based on the platform the apps are running in. This
way, you’ll know where items are before you even need them.Please note that in the following
sections I’ll just briefly introduce what each feature does; I’ll go into much more detail for most
features in later chapters.OS XOS X (in case you’re unfamiliar, the X is the Roman numeral, not
the letter) is the best computer operating system on the planet, hands down; if you don’t believe
it, just ask me. I’ve used the latest and greatest versions of each operating system for years, and
there is simply no experience like OS X. Every Mac on the planet comes preloaded with OS X,
so if you’ve got a Mac, rest assured that you’ve got OS X.The iWork apps are most at home on
OS X, and that’s where you’ll find they are at their most robust. While the iOS and iCloud
versions of each app are feature-rich, you won’t find everything in them that you’ll find in the OS
X versions—yet!Figure 1-1 shows a typical toolbar containing features common to each of the
iWork apps (common features are highlighted). Table 1-1 lists the features and provides a brief
explanation of each.FIGURE 1-1 Highlighted items are features common to each of the iWork
apps in OS X.TABLE 1-1 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in OS XiOSIn
case you haven’t guessed by now, in my humble opinion, if it has an Apple logo on it, then it has
to be the best whatever (computer, mobile device, etc.) that it is. When you first turn on your iPad
or iPhone, you will see an Apple logo. Since what you’re seeing is the launch of iOS (Apple’s
operating system for its mobile devices), the Apple logo automatically brands iOS as being the
best of its kind (again, in my humble opinion).Apple recently revamped the iOS versions of the
iWork suite of apps to better work with their OS X and iCloud compadres. Apple also wanted to
make sure that when you move from app to app, you can quickly find your bearings through



common interface features, enabling you to get around easily within each app.Figure 1-2
displays the common features of the iOS versions of the iWork apps, and Table 1-2 gives a quick
rundown of what they accomplish.FIGURE 1-2 Common features of each iWork app, according
to their iOS versionsTABLE 1-2 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in
iOSiCloudiCloud is the new kid on the block when it comes to the iWork apps. As a matter of
fact, as of this writing, the iWork apps are still considered to be in beta (as evidenced by the little
yellow flag in the upper right corner of each one), which just means that Apple is still working on
making them the best apps they can be. Don’t let the beta tag fool you, though; these apps are
still quite capable, especially for a web-based product.Figure 1-3 shows the toolbar in Numbers,
which is largely representative of what you’ll see in Pages and Keynote for iCloud, in terms of
features. Table 1-3, like its predecessors, tells you briefly what each feature is capable of
handling for you.FIGURE 1-3 Features common to the iCloud versions of each iWork app are
highlighted.TABLE 1-3 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in
iCloudCompatibility and Other Potential IssuesOf course, we all know what THE major question
one has before using new software to do the jobs they’re used to performing with other titles: “Is
it compatible?”Compatibility is rightly no small concern. You get this great new software that
everyone’s raving about, you go to open one of your mainstay documents, and—WHAM!—all of
a sudden the text looks like something off of a 1940s vintage typewriter and the images make
van Gogh’s work look like that of a Realist. At this point, the blood begins to rapidly boil and
thoughts of tossing your computer out the window are (temporarily) entertained.To prevent this
from happening to you (and possibly to your Mac and other innocent bystanders), Apple has
provided quite a courtesy: a website that details each and every supported and unsupported
feature when it comes to each iWork app and its kin in the world of Microsoft Office. And before
you ask, yes, the list is limited to Microsoft Office. Other productivity suites are simply not in
competition with the iWork apps on a broad scale, and as I’ve already stated, Microsoft Office is
currently the alpha suite when it comes to productivity. Most businesses have used Microsoft
Word, Excel, or PowerPoint at some time (and most of them always have), so in order for Apple
to make any waves in the productivity suite universe, compatibility is of utmost concern. You can
find the compatibility list, the top of which is shown in Figure 1-4, at ; select the tab of each app
to see its particular list.FIGURE 1-4 Apple’s website has a complete and up-to-date list of
Microsoft Office compatibility issues.Pages is akin to Word, Keynote to PowerPoint, and
Numbers plays nice with Excel. You can go right to the list you need by inserting the name of the
appropriate app into the “pages” area of the link I provided. For example, instead of , you could
type and jump right to the PowerPoint to Keynote compatibility list. Bookmark the page if you
plan to return to it frequently..Where to Go for HelpEven the most seasoned of us needs help
every now and again, so there’s no shame to ask for it when necessary. There are multiple ways
to get help with Pages, Keynote, and Numbers, and you’re holding one of them in your hands.
Apple graciously provides the other methods of acquiring help; they want you to know how to
use their products so that you’ll be more able and ready to share the good news of them with



others in your sphere of influence.You will need Internet access to get the help I speak of in the
remainder of this chapter, with the exception of the onscreen coaching tips that are provided in-
app.Built-in HelpIt should go without saying that I am writing this book in hopes that it will be your
main source of instruction for all things iWork, but what if you don’t have this book handy (the
horror!)? Luckily, Apple has that issue (somewhat) squared away, too; they’ve included a handy
help section and other tools in each version of the iWork apps, so you’re never too far away from
help when needed.Getting Help in OS XYou can gain Apple’s insight into their OS X versions of
iWork by clicking the Tips button (looks like a yellow circle containing a?) in the toolbar. When
you click the Tips button, the coaching tips appear in the app’s window, pointing out various
landmarks and offering a description of them.One particularly interesting coaching tip can be
found in the lower left corner of the app window when tips are on: it’s called “Learn more about
using App Name” (App Name is, of course, the name of the app you’re using). Click this tip to
open the App Name Help window, and click the “visit App Name Help” link to open the app’s
Help manual in your default web browser. Use the menu on the left side of the screen to browse
for the topics that interest you.Finding Guidance in iOSOnce you’re within an iOS version of an
iWork app, you can tap the coaching tips icon in the upper right corner of the screen to turn on
tips.To access the full version of Help for the app in question, look to the lower left of the screen
(with coaching tips turned on) and you’ll see the “Learn more about using App Name” tip, just as
in the OS X apps. Tap this tip to open the Help window for your app. From the Help window you
can browse by topic or you can search for something particular by tapping the search icon (looks
like a magnifying glass) and entering the search term in the field provided. Tap Done in the upper
right of the Help window to return to your app.A Helping Hand Within iCloudThe iCloud apps
may still be in beta, but don’t think for a moment that Apple’s forgotten to provide help here, too.
As a matter of fact, the Help is quite robust for an app that’s still considered to be in beta, but
that’s a good thing now, isn’t it?Unlike the OS X and iOS versions, Help can’t be accessed
directly within your working window; you’ll need to get there from the main iCloud window. When
you’re working in a document within iCloud, iCloud opens a new browser window for it.So, from
the main iCloud window, click the coaching tips button (as in OS X, a yellow circle with?) to turn
tips on, then select Get Help from the coaching tips menu. This action whisks you away to the
Help window, where you’re free to browse the topics (via the menu on the left) or search for
something you need (the magnifying glass icon in the upper right).Apple’s Support WebsiteOne
more place to find a safety net when leaping from the iWork cliff is Apple’s famous Support site.
Apple is quite well known for providing excellent customer support, and their Support website is
the first line of said support.The main Support site can be reached by going to , but if you want to
go directly to the support site for one of the iWork apps, just enter the following into your
browser’s URL (address) field:PagesOS XiOSKeynoteOS XiOSNumbersOS XiOSThese links
don’t just provide the standard Help; you can see the latest available software downloads,
support articles pertaining to the particular app, links to the Support Communities for the app
(online communities of other users where specific questions are posted and answered), and



more!Of course, if you’re one who prefers to do things the old-fashioned way—speaking to real
people—you can always call Apple’s Tech Support at 800-275-2273, or visit your friendly
neighborhood Apple Store.SummaryYou’re now well versed in the “whys” of being productive the
Apple way, and you’ve gotten your feet wet with each of the apps in their various configurations.
We also dabbled a bit in how to get help beyond the little ditty you’re currently reading from. At
this point, we simply need to begin our exploration of iWork; it’ll be a fun ride—promise!1A Brief
Overview of Apple’s Productivity SoftwareHOW TO… Understand Apple’s way of being
productive Learn what Pages, Keynote, and Numbers can do for you Discover common
features of each app based on platform Navigate compatibility and other potential problems
Find further helpBy now, the world knows that Apple’s way of doing things is often the best way.
When you think of Apple and their products, you think of simplicity, form and function, and
unparalleled user-friendliness. You already know that when it comes to creativity, Apple is hands
down the best in the computing biz at providing an experience that nurtures the creative
mind.What about the productive side of us Mac users? For years, another giant in the computing
world has held sway when it comes to being productive on the Mac, in terms of word processing,
creating presentations, and building spreadsheets. Certainly, Apple could turn its collective
software genius toward creating a better way to perform these tasks—an Apple way, as it were—
right? The answer to that question, dear reader, is a resounding “yes!,” and in this chapter, you’ll
get a bird’s-eye view of this “Apple way.”Why Be Productive the Apple Way?Apple has always
been seen as the “anti-Microsoft,” so when they first introduced their suite of productivity apps,
iWork, some were put off by the notion. Hardcore Microsoft Office users simply snickered at the
idea of using Apple software to conquer their productivity needs, while others kicked the tires but
didn’t take to it, wishing to continue doing things the way they always had. However, as Apple
began including the iWork apps (Pages, Keynote, and Numbers) with every Mac purchased,
more and more folks began to not only use them, but prefer them. The interfaces of the apps
were so much more intuitive than those from Microsoft, and if you could use one of them
proficiently, you could very quickly adapt to using the others.Another interesting thing happened
that opened the door for the iWork apps to new users: Apple created versions of them for their
insanely popular iPad. As the iPad began to gain popularity with businesses, so too did Apple’s
suite of productivity apps. You see, even as of this writing, Microsoft has yet to produce an iPad-
ready version of their Office suite of apps, leaving the field wide open for Apple. Even though
compatibility between the OS X (Mac) and iOS (iPad) versions of Pages, Keynote, and Numbers
left much to be desired, some compatibility was better than none at all.In 2013, Apple introduced
new versions of their iWork apps, and this time compatibility between the OS X and iOS versions
was of paramount concern. Apple now offers not only near-identical versions for the Mac, iPad,
and iPhone in terms of functionality, but a web-based version of them as well (through Apple’s
iCloud), further extending the iWork apps to non-Apple computer users. Suddenly, Joe could
begin a document on his Mac at home, edit it on his iPad while taking the train to the office, and,
once in the office, further revise the document after logging in to his iCloud account via a web



browser on his Windows-based work PC. In effect, Apple has now completed the productivity
circle, making their way of productivity the simplest and most intuitive on the market.Is Apple’s
way of handling productivity the best way for you? There’s only one way to find out—try it! Since
Apple is literally giving away their iWork suite with every Mac, iPad, and iPhone purchased on or
after October 1, 2013, there’s no good financial reason not to dip your toes in the water, if not
take the plunge entirely. It’s my hope that this book will be your go-to guide for getting to know
this wonderful set of apps, and that you’ll soon be spreading the good news about the Apple way
of doing things.For more information on getting the iWork suite of apps for free, please
visit .Referencing Microsoft Office ApplicationsDear Reader: Since many of you are very likely
familiar with Microsoft’s Office suite of applications, I’ll frequently be making comparisons to
some of the applications contained within it (specifically Word, PowerPoint, and Excel), in order
to give you a bit of a reference point as to what the apps in Apple’s iWork can do in relation to
what you’re used to. Those of you who are not familiar with Microsoft Office (lucky!) will still be
able to follow along quite nicely, as I’m assuming that this is a first foray into productivity apps for
some of you. What’s that? Oh! You’re quite welcome!Where to Get the iWork AppsAll three
iWork apps (Pages, Keynote, and Numbers) can be downloaded from the App Store. The App
Store is available on the Mac in OS X and on iPads and iPhones running iOS.In OS X, click the
Apple menu in the upper left corner of your screen and select App Store. Once in the App Store,
type iWork or the name of the app in the search field in the upper right corner of the App Store
window and press RETURN to find the apps. Select the app to install it on your Mac.In iOS, find
the App Store icon and tap it (where it’s found is entirely up to where you’ve placed it on your
device). Once in the App Store, type iWork or the name of the app in the search field found in the
upper right corner of the screen and tap Search on the onscreen keyboard. Tap the name of the
app and install it to use it on your iPad or iPhone.What Does Pages Do?Pages is Apple’s entry
into the world of word processors. Word processing applications have been around for a long
time, and almost everyone who’s used a computer since the 1980s has used a word processing
application at some point. These applications allow you to put your thoughts into words, the
white square on your computer’s screen acting as digital paper to your keyboard’s digital ink.
Word processors have varied from the most basic to the quite feature-rich, and Pages definitely
falls into the latter category, as does Microsoft’s Word. However, Pages separates itself from the
rest of the word processor pack by virtue of its elegance, ease of use, and simple yet powerful
approach to performing tasks that seem like pure drudgery on others of its kin. You’ll come to
see that these features aren’t unique to Pages in the iWork suite, as Keynote and Numbers
boast the same beautiful interface and intuitiveness.Pages is much more than a word processor,
though. Pages is very capable of page layout, enabling you to incorporate images, graphics, and
creatively use fonts and colors to build beautiful documents, such as brochures and fliers. While
Pages isn’t meant to replace true heavy-duty page layout apps like Adobe’s InDesign or Quark’s
QuarkXPress, it is quite capable of producing gorgeous output in its own right.Here are just a
few of the things you can do with Pages at your command:• Easily drop images and other



graphics into your documents. You can even align them simply and accurately with little effort,
giving your documents a super-appealing look and feel.• Share your documents with others
easily and quickly, whether they (or you) are on a Mac, using an iPad or iPhone, or on the Web
using a non-Mac computer (unfortunately, sometimes it happens) and iCloud.• Import
documents created by folks who use Microsoft Word. You can also export your documents into
Word format.• Get off to a fast start when creating documents using the beautiful templates that
come with Pages.• Change the look and feel of an entire document in an instant using Pages’
preset styling options.• Type a document. Yep, if you want it that simple, you got it.• Utilize built-
in coaching tips, which help guide you in the right direction when you’re in the middle of a fever-
pitched word processing session.• Edit documents and make comments with uncanny ease.•
Write the next bestselling ebook and become an Internet sensation! (In case you’re wondering,
Pages can indeed export your entire document in ePub format, which is the default ebook
format.)Check out Chapter 3 to get started with Pages. Yes, you have permission to skip ahead if
you wish.What Does Keynote Do?Keynote is to Microsoft PowerPoint what Pages is to Word:
Apple’s (fantastic) answer to creating knockout presentations. For years PowerPoint has been
the de facto standard of presentation-creation applications, but Keynote has caught the eye of
many a presentation-giver since its release. Keynote first began as software used by Apple co-
founder Steve Jobs to build his world-famous Macworld Expo keynote address presentations,
and eventually made it to the masses in January of 2003.As part of the iWork suite of apps,
Keynote handles its tasks with the same elegance, simplicity, and power as its word processor
and spreadsheet cousins. If you’ve created presentations with PowerPoint, you’ll be pleasantly
and quickly at home with Keynote.Here are a few of the things you can do with Keynote:•
PowerPoint-compatible presentations can easily be imported and exported.• The included
themes designed by Apple can help you kick-start your presentation, or start from scratch and
build your own impressive “preso” (cool business lingo for presentation).• The format panel puts
all the tools you’ll need to build your presentation within easy reach, so you won’t have to go
menu hopping to make things just right.• Like Pages, turning on Keynote’s coaching tips gives
you instruction and direction on the fly.• Emphasis builds, which are slight—but attention-getting
—animations, accentuate important objects in your presentations without taking away from your
main message.• The Presenter Display feature allows you simple and intuitive control over your
presentation, with your audience being none-the-wiser.• Interactive charts will wow even the
most bored onlooker, and give your presentation that extra little SNAP that brings attention to
your points.• As with all things iWork, sharing a presentation with others is as simple as sending
a link to it via Mail (OS X’s and iOS’s default email program), Facebook, Twitter, and/or
Messages (Apple’s messaging system, native to both OS X and iOS).Chapter 6 is where we get
rolling with our presentation of Keynote (get it?… presentation… Keynote…), so mosey on over
if you want to get a jump-start learning the best presentation software out there.What Does
Numbers Do?Ah, spreadsheets. How the world does love its spreadsheets. We use
spreadsheets for everything from the company budget to the family grocery list, from lists of



military supplies to lists of the world’s greatest athletes and their accomplishments. Well,
Numbers is what we’ve all wished the leading spreadsheet application (yes, I’m looking at you,
Excel) was, and is powerful yet easy to use and understand. And let’s not forget beautiful. Yes,
your spreadsheets don’t have to be simple, drab documents, but they certainly can be if simple
and drab is your style (and there’s nothing wrong with that, mind you).So, just how does
Numbers help you get the items in your life organized? Here are a few features to whet your
appetite:• Let’s face it: Excel is the most widely used spreadsheet application around (for now),
so the ability to work with it seamlessly is a must for those of us who have to work in corporate
life. Luckily, like Pages and Keynote, Numbers is extremely adept at not only importing and
working with Excel-formatted spreadsheets, but also creating them. Sharing spreadsheets with
others is just as simple as it is with the other iWork apps, too.• As I said, if you want simple and
drab spreadsheets, you can certainly have them. But Numbers is also quite adept at turning your
spreadsheets into near works of art with gorgeous charts and graphics built right in. Tables and
other staples of spreadsheets can be customized to suit your tastes and needs with ease.•
Utilize one of more than 30 different templates to get you started.• Numbers also benefits from
having coaching tips built right in, giving you help as you go about the business of putting
together a great spreadsheet.• The functions browser is a wonderful tool for seeing the built-in
mathematical functions offered to Numbers users. Use it to find the functions you want to use, as
well as see examples of each.• A neat function of Numbers is that when you select a group of
cells, Numbers shows a list of quick calculations near the bottom of the screen. Simply pick the
calculation you want to use (more on this great feature later).• Animated charts help you spot
fluctuations in your spreadsheets data. They also look great.• iCloud integration allows you to
view, create, share, and edit spreadsheets across multiple types of devices.We begin our
exploration of Numbers in Chapter 9; feel free to jump on over if you feel the need.Common
Interface Features, Based on PlatformApple has seen the wisdom of going multi-platform with
iWork, and that is a very good thing for all involved. As mentioned, iCloud allows you to create,
view, and edit a file on several different types of devices. Macs running OS X (Apple’s operating
system for their superb lineup of computers) and devices running iOS (such as iPads and
iPhones) are afforded native versions of each of the iWork apps. Computers and devices
running alternative operating systems with access to the Internet can also go to , where they can
use web versions of Pages, Keynote, and Numbers.Each app has its own set of very unique
features, of course, but there are also other interface features that are common to every app,
which helps keep the learning curve a little less curvy and the familiarity a little more familiar
when moving from one app to the other. In this section, we’ll take a look at the interface features
common to all the apps, but we’ll divide them based on the platform the apps are running in. This
way, you’ll know where items are before you even need them.Please note that in the following
sections I’ll just briefly introduce what each feature does; I’ll go into much more detail for most
features in later chapters.OS XOS X (in case you’re unfamiliar, the X is the Roman numeral, not
the letter) is the best computer operating system on the planet, hands down; if you don’t believe



it, just ask me. I’ve used the latest and greatest versions of each operating system for years, and
there is simply no experience like OS X. Every Mac on the planet comes preloaded with OS X,
so if you’ve got a Mac, rest assured that you’ve got OS X.The iWork apps are most at home on
OS X, and that’s where you’ll find they are at their most robust. While the iOS and iCloud
versions of each app are feature-rich, you won’t find everything in them that you’ll find in the OS
X versions—yet!Figure 1-1 shows a typical toolbar containing features common to each of the
iWork apps (common features are highlighted). Table 1-1 lists the features and provides a brief
explanation of each.FIGURE 1-1 Highlighted items are features common to each of the iWork
apps in OS X.TABLE 1-1 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in OS XiOSIn
case you haven’t guessed by now, in my humble opinion, if it has an Apple logo on it, then it has
to be the best whatever (computer, mobile device, etc.) that it is. When you first turn on your iPad
or iPhone, you will see an Apple logo. Since what you’re seeing is the launch of iOS (Apple’s
operating system for its mobile devices), the Apple logo automatically brands iOS as being the
best of its kind (again, in my humble opinion).Apple recently revamped the iOS versions of the
iWork suite of apps to better work with their OS X and iCloud compadres. Apple also wanted to
make sure that when you move from app to app, you can quickly find your bearings through
common interface features, enabling you to get around easily within each app.Figure 1-2
displays the common features of the iOS versions of the iWork apps, and Table 1-2 gives a quick
rundown of what they accomplish.FIGURE 1-2 Common features of each iWork app, according
to their iOS versionsTABLE 1-2 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in
iOSiCloudiCloud is the new kid on the block when it comes to the iWork apps. As a matter of
fact, as of this writing, the iWork apps are still considered to be in beta (as evidenced by the little
yellow flag in the upper right corner of each one), which just means that Apple is still working on
making them the best apps they can be. Don’t let the beta tag fool you, though; these apps are
still quite capable, especially for a web-based product.Figure 1-3 shows the toolbar in Numbers,
which is largely representative of what you’ll see in Pages and Keynote for iCloud, in terms of
features. Table 1-3, like its predecessors, tells you briefly what each feature is capable of
handling for you.FIGURE 1-3 Features common to the iCloud versions of each iWork app are
highlighted.TABLE 1-3 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in
iCloudCompatibility and Other Potential IssuesOf course, we all know what THE major question
one has before using new software to do the jobs they’re used to performing with other titles: “Is
it compatible?”Compatibility is rightly no small concern. You get this great new software that
everyone’s raving about, you go to open one of your mainstay documents, and—WHAM!—all of
a sudden the text looks like something off of a 1940s vintage typewriter and the images make
van Gogh’s work look like that of a Realist. At this point, the blood begins to rapidly boil and
thoughts of tossing your computer out the window are (temporarily) entertained.To prevent this
from happening to you (and possibly to your Mac and other innocent bystanders), Apple has
provided quite a courtesy: a website that details each and every supported and unsupported
feature when it comes to each iWork app and its kin in the world of Microsoft Office. And before



you ask, yes, the list is limited to Microsoft Office. Other productivity suites are simply not in
competition with the iWork apps on a broad scale, and as I’ve already stated, Microsoft Office is
currently the alpha suite when it comes to productivity. Most businesses have used Microsoft
Word, Excel, or PowerPoint at some time (and most of them always have), so in order for Apple
to make any waves in the productivity suite universe, compatibility is of utmost concern. You can
find the compatibility list, the top of which is shown in Figure 1-4, at ; select the tab of each app
to see its particular list.FIGURE 1-4 Apple’s website has a complete and up-to-date list of
Microsoft Office compatibility issues.Pages is akin to Word, Keynote to PowerPoint, and
Numbers plays nice with Excel. You can go right to the list you need by inserting the name of the
appropriate app into the “pages” area of the link I provided. For example, instead of , you could
type and jump right to the PowerPoint to Keynote compatibility list. Bookmark the page if you
plan to return to it frequently..Where to Go for HelpEven the most seasoned of us needs help
every now and again, so there’s no shame to ask for it when necessary. There are multiple ways
to get help with Pages, Keynote, and Numbers, and you’re holding one of them in your hands.
Apple graciously provides the other methods of acquiring help; they want you to know how to
use their products so that you’ll be more able and ready to share the good news of them with
others in your sphere of influence.You will need Internet access to get the help I speak of in the
remainder of this chapter, with the exception of the onscreen coaching tips that are provided in-
app.Built-in HelpIt should go without saying that I am writing this book in hopes that it will be your
main source of instruction for all things iWork, but what if you don’t have this book handy (the
horror!)? Luckily, Apple has that issue (somewhat) squared away, too; they’ve included a handy
help section and other tools in each version of the iWork apps, so you’re never too far away from
help when needed.Getting Help in OS XYou can gain Apple’s insight into their OS X versions of
iWork by clicking the Tips button (looks like a yellow circle containing a?) in the toolbar. When
you click the Tips button, the coaching tips appear in the app’s window, pointing out various
landmarks and offering a description of them.One particularly interesting coaching tip can be
found in the lower left corner of the app window when tips are on: it’s called “Learn more about
using App Name” (App Name is, of course, the name of the app you’re using). Click this tip to
open the App Name Help window, and click the “visit App Name Help” link to open the app’s
Help manual in your default web browser. Use the menu on the left side of the screen to browse
for the topics that interest you.Finding Guidance in iOSOnce you’re within an iOS version of an
iWork app, you can tap the coaching tips icon in the upper right corner of the screen to turn on
tips.To access the full version of Help for the app in question, look to the lower left of the screen
(with coaching tips turned on) and you’ll see the “Learn more about using App Name” tip, just as
in the OS X apps. Tap this tip to open the Help window for your app. From the Help window you
can browse by topic or you can search for something particular by tapping the search icon (looks
like a magnifying glass) and entering the search term in the field provided. Tap Done in the upper
right of the Help window to return to your app.A Helping Hand Within iCloudThe iCloud apps
may still be in beta, but don’t think for a moment that Apple’s forgotten to provide help here, too.



As a matter of fact, the Help is quite robust for an app that’s still considered to be in beta, but
that’s a good thing now, isn’t it?Unlike the OS X and iOS versions, Help can’t be accessed
directly within your working window; you’ll need to get there from the main iCloud window. When
you’re working in a document within iCloud, iCloud opens a new browser window for it.So, from
the main iCloud window, click the coaching tips button (as in OS X, a yellow circle with?) to turn
tips on, then select Get Help from the coaching tips menu. This action whisks you away to the
Help window, where you’re free to browse the topics (via the menu on the left) or search for
something you need (the magnifying glass icon in the upper right).Apple’s Support WebsiteOne
more place to find a safety net when leaping from the iWork cliff is Apple’s famous Support site.
Apple is quite well known for providing excellent customer support, and their Support website is
the first line of said support.The main Support site can be reached by going to , but if you want to
go directly to the support site for one of the iWork apps, just enter the following into your
browser’s URL (address) field:PagesOS XiOSKeynoteOS XiOSNumbersOS XiOSThese links
don’t just provide the standard Help; you can see the latest available software downloads,
support articles pertaining to the particular app, links to the Support Communities for the app
(online communities of other users where specific questions are posted and answered), and
more!Of course, if you’re one who prefers to do things the old-fashioned way—speaking to real
people—you can always call Apple’s Tech Support at 800-275-2273, or visit your friendly
neighborhood Apple Store.SummaryYou’re now well versed in the “whys” of being productive the
Apple way, and you’ve gotten your feet wet with each of the apps in their various configurations.
We also dabbled a bit in how to get help beyond the little ditty you’re currently reading from. At
this point, we simply need to begin our exploration of iWork; it’ll be a fun ride—promise!1A Brief
Overview of Apple’s Productivity SoftwareHOW TO… Understand Apple’s way of being
productive Understand Apple’s way of being productive Learn what Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers can do for you Learn what Pages, Keynote, and Numbers can do for you Discover
common features of each app based on platform Discover common features of each app based
on platform Navigate compatibility and other potential problems Navigate compatibility and
other potential problems Find further help Find further helpBy now, the world knows that
Apple’s way of doing things is often the best way. When you think of Apple and their products,
you think of simplicity, form and function, and unparalleled user-friendliness. You already know
that when it comes to creativity, Apple is hands down the best in the computing biz at providing
an experience that nurtures the creative mind.What about the productive side of us Mac users?
For years, another giant in the computing world has held sway when it comes to being
productive on the Mac, in terms of word processing, creating presentations, and building
spreadsheets. Certainly, Apple could turn its collective software genius toward creating a better
way to perform these tasks—an Apple way, as it were—right? The answer to that question, dear
reader, is a resounding “yes!,” and in this chapter, you’ll get a bird’s-eye view of this “Apple
way.”Why Be Productive the Apple Way?Apple has always been seen as the “anti-Microsoft,” so
when they first introduced their suite of productivity apps, iWork, some were put off by the notion.



Hardcore Microsoft Office users simply snickered at the idea of using Apple software to conquer
their productivity needs, while others kicked the tires but didn’t take to it, wishing to continue
doing things the way they always had. However, as Apple began including the iWork apps
(Pages, Keynote, and Numbers) with every Mac purchased, more and more folks began to not
only use them, but prefer them. The interfaces of the apps were so much more intuitive than
those from Microsoft, and if you could use one of them proficiently, you could very quickly adapt
to using the others.Another interesting thing happened that opened the door for the iWork apps
to new users: Apple created versions of them for their insanely popular iPad. As the iPad began
to gain popularity with businesses, so too did Apple’s suite of productivity apps. You see, even
as of this writing, Microsoft has yet to produce an iPad-ready version of their Office suite of apps,
leaving the field wide open for Apple. Even though compatibility between the OS X (Mac) and
iOS (iPad) versions of Pages, Keynote, and Numbers left much to be desired, some
compatibility was better than none at all.In 2013, Apple introduced new versions of their iWork
apps, and this time compatibility between the OS X and iOS versions was of paramount
concern. Apple now offers not only near-identical versions for the Mac, iPad, and iPhone in
terms of functionality, but a web-based version of them as well (through Apple’s iCloud), further
extending the iWork apps to non-Apple computer users. Suddenly, Joe could begin a document
on his Mac at home, edit it on his iPad while taking the train to the office, and, once in the office,
further revise the document after logging in to his iCloud account via a web browser on his
Windows-based work PC. In effect, Apple has now completed the productivity circle, making
their way of productivity the simplest and most intuitive on the market.Is Apple’s way of handling
productivity the best way for you? There’s only one way to find out—try it! Since Apple is literally
giving away their iWork suite with every Mac, iPad, and iPhone purchased on or after October 1,
2013, there’s no good financial reason not to dip your toes in the water, if not take the plunge
entirely. It’s my hope that this book will be your go-to guide for getting to know this wonderful set
of apps, and that you’ll soon be spreading the good news about the Apple way of doing
things.For more information on getting the iWork suite of apps for free, please visit .For more
information on getting the iWork suite of apps for free, please visit .For more information on
getting the iWork suite of apps for free, please visit .Referencing Microsoft Office
ApplicationsDear Reader: Since many of you are very likely familiar with Microsoft’s Office suite
of applications, I’ll frequently be making comparisons to some of the applications contained
within it (specifically Word, PowerPoint, and Excel), in order to give you a bit of a reference point
as to what the apps in Apple’s iWork can do in relation to what you’re used to. Those of you who
are not familiar with Microsoft Office (lucky!) will still be able to follow along quite nicely, as I’m
assuming that this is a first foray into productivity apps for some of you. What’s that? Oh! You’re
quite welcome!Referencing Microsoft Office ApplicationsReferencing Microsoft Office
ApplicationsDear Reader: Since many of you are very likely familiar with Microsoft’s Office suite
of applications, I’ll frequently be making comparisons to some of the applications contained
within it (specifically Word, PowerPoint, and Excel), in order to give you a bit of a reference point



as to what the apps in Apple’s iWork can do in relation to what you’re used to. Those of you who
are not familiar with Microsoft Office (lucky!) will still be able to follow along quite nicely, as I’m
assuming that this is a first foray into productivity apps for some of you. What’s that? Oh! You’re
quite welcome!Where to Get the iWork AppsAll three iWork apps (Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers) can be downloaded from the App Store. The App Store is available on the Mac in OS
X and on iPads and iPhones running iOS.In OS X, click the Apple menu in the upper left corner
of your screen and select App Store. Once in the App Store, type iWork or the name of the app
in the search field in the upper right corner of the App Store window and press RETURN to find
the apps. Select the app to install it on your Mac.In iOS, find the App Store icon and tap it (where
it’s found is entirely up to where you’ve placed it on your device). Once in the App Store, type
iWork or the name of the app in the search field found in the upper right corner of the screen and
tap Search on the onscreen keyboard. Tap the name of the app and install it to use it on your
iPad or iPhone.Where to Get the iWork AppsWhere to Get the iWork AppsAll three iWork apps
(Pages, Keynote, and Numbers) can be downloaded from the App Store. The App Store is
available on the Mac in OS X and on iPads and iPhones running iOS.In OS X, click the Apple
menu in the upper left corner of your screen and select App Store. Once in the App Store, type
iWork or the name of the app in the search field in the upper right corner of the App Store
window and press RETURN to find the apps. Select the app to install it on your Mac.In iOS, find
the App Store icon and tap it (where it’s found is entirely up to where you’ve placed it on your
device). Once in the App Store, type iWork or the name of the app in the search field found in the
upper right corner of the screen and tap Search on the onscreen keyboard. Tap the name of the
app and install it to use it on your iPad or iPhone.What Does Pages Do?Pages is Apple’s entry
into the world of word processors. Word processing applications have been around for a long
time, and almost everyone who’s used a computer since the 1980s has used a word processing
application at some point. These applications allow you to put your thoughts into words, the
white square on your computer’s screen acting as digital paper to your keyboard’s digital ink.
Word processors have varied from the most basic to the quite feature-rich, and Pages definitely
falls into the latter category, as does Microsoft’s Word. However, Pages separates itself from the
rest of the word processor pack by virtue of its elegance, ease of use, and simple yet powerful
approach to performing tasks that seem like pure drudgery on others of its kin. You’ll come to
see that these features aren’t unique to Pages in the iWork suite, as Keynote and Numbers
boast the same beautiful interface and intuitiveness.Pages is much more than a word processor,
though. Pages is very capable of page layout, enabling you to incorporate images, graphics, and
creatively use fonts and colors to build beautiful documents, such as brochures and fliers. While
Pages isn’t meant to replace true heavy-duty page layout apps like Adobe’s InDesign or Quark’s
QuarkXPress, it is quite capable of producing gorgeous output in its own right.Here are just a
few of the things you can do with Pages at your command:• Easily drop images and other
graphics into your documents. You can even align them simply and accurately with little effort,
giving your documents a super-appealing look and feel.• Share your documents with others



easily and quickly, whether they (or you) are on a Mac, using an iPad or iPhone, or on the Web
using a non-Mac computer (unfortunately, sometimes it happens) and iCloud.• Import
documents created by folks who use Microsoft Word. You can also export your documents into
Word format.• Get off to a fast start when creating documents using the beautiful templates that
come with Pages.• Change the look and feel of an entire document in an instant using Pages’
preset styling options.• Type a document. Yep, if you want it that simple, you got it.• Utilize built-
in coaching tips, which help guide you in the right direction when you’re in the middle of a fever-
pitched word processing session.• Edit documents and make comments with uncanny ease.•
Write the next bestselling ebook and become an Internet sensation! (In case you’re wondering,
Pages can indeed export your entire document in ePub format, which is the default ebook
format.)Check out Chapter 3 to get started with Pages. Yes, you have permission to skip ahead if
you wish.What Does Keynote Do?Keynote is to Microsoft PowerPoint what Pages is to Word:
Apple’s (fantastic) answer to creating knockout presentations. For years PowerPoint has been
the de facto standard of presentation-creation applications, but Keynote has caught the eye of
many a presentation-giver since its release. Keynote first began as software used by Apple co-
founder Steve Jobs to build his world-famous Macworld Expo keynote address presentations,
and eventually made it to the masses in January of 2003.As part of the iWork suite of apps,
Keynote handles its tasks with the same elegance, simplicity, and power as its word processor
and spreadsheet cousins. If you’ve created presentations with PowerPoint, you’ll be pleasantly
and quickly at home with Keynote.Here are a few of the things you can do with Keynote:•
PowerPoint-compatible presentations can easily be imported and exported.• The included
themes designed by Apple can help you kick-start your presentation, or start from scratch and
build your own impressive “preso” (cool business lingo for presentation).• The format panel puts
all the tools you’ll need to build your presentation within easy reach, so you won’t have to go
menu hopping to make things just right.• Like Pages, turning on Keynote’s coaching tips gives
you instruction and direction on the fly.• Emphasis builds, which are slight—but attention-getting
—animations, accentuate important objects in your presentations without taking away from your
main message.• The Presenter Display feature allows you simple and intuitive control over your
presentation, with your audience being none-the-wiser.• Interactive charts will wow even the
most bored onlooker, and give your presentation that extra little SNAP that brings attention to
your points.• As with all things iWork, sharing a presentation with others is as simple as sending
a link to it via Mail (OS X’s and iOS’s default email program), Facebook, Twitter, and/or
Messages (Apple’s messaging system, native to both OS X and iOS).Chapter 6 is where we get
rolling with our presentation of Keynote (get it?… presentation… Keynote…), so mosey on over
if you want to get a jump-start learning the best presentation software out there.What Does
Numbers Do?Ah, spreadsheets. How the world does love its spreadsheets. We use
spreadsheets for everything from the company budget to the family grocery list, from lists of
military supplies to lists of the world’s greatest athletes and their accomplishments. Well,
Numbers is what we’ve all wished the leading spreadsheet application (yes, I’m looking at you,



Excel) was, and is powerful yet easy to use and understand. And let’s not forget beautiful. Yes,
your spreadsheets don’t have to be simple, drab documents, but they certainly can be if simple
and drab is your style (and there’s nothing wrong with that, mind you).So, just how does
Numbers help you get the items in your life organized? Here are a few features to whet your
appetite:• Let’s face it: Excel is the most widely used spreadsheet application around (for now),
so the ability to work with it seamlessly is a must for those of us who have to work in corporate
life. Luckily, like Pages and Keynote, Numbers is extremely adept at not only importing and
working with Excel-formatted spreadsheets, but also creating them. Sharing spreadsheets with
others is just as simple as it is with the other iWork apps, too.• As I said, if you want simple and
drab spreadsheets, you can certainly have them. But Numbers is also quite adept at turning your
spreadsheets into near works of art with gorgeous charts and graphics built right in. Tables and
other staples of spreadsheets can be customized to suit your tastes and needs with ease.•
Utilize one of more than 30 different templates to get you started.• Numbers also benefits from
having coaching tips built right in, giving you help as you go about the business of putting
together a great spreadsheet.• The functions browser is a wonderful tool for seeing the built-in
mathematical functions offered to Numbers users. Use it to find the functions you want to use, as
well as see examples of each.• A neat function of Numbers is that when you select a group of
cells, Numbers shows a list of quick calculations near the bottom of the screen. Simply pick the
calculation you want to use (more on this great feature later).• Animated charts help you spot
fluctuations in your spreadsheets data. They also look great.• iCloud integration allows you to
view, create, share, and edit spreadsheets across multiple types of devices.We begin our
exploration of Numbers in Chapter 9; feel free to jump on over if you feel the need.Common
Interface Features, Based on PlatformApple has seen the wisdom of going multi-platform with
iWork, and that is a very good thing for all involved. As mentioned, iCloud allows you to create,
view, and edit a file on several different types of devices. Macs running OS X (Apple’s operating
system for their superb lineup of computers) and devices running iOS (such as iPads and
iPhones) are afforded native versions of each of the iWork apps. Computers and devices
running alternative operating systems with access to the Internet can also go to , where they can
use web versions of Pages, Keynote, and Numbers.Each app has its own set of very unique
features, of course, but there are also other interface features that are common to every app,
which helps keep the learning curve a little less curvy and the familiarity a little more familiar
when moving from one app to the other. In this section, we’ll take a look at the interface features
common to all the apps, but we’ll divide them based on the platform the apps are running in. This
way, you’ll know where items are before you even need them.Please note that in the following
sections I’ll just briefly introduce what each feature does; I’ll go into much more detail for most
features in later chapters.OS XOS X (in case you’re unfamiliar, the X is the Roman numeral, not
the letter) is the best computer operating system on the planet, hands down; if you don’t believe
it, just ask me. I’ve used the latest and greatest versions of each operating system for years, and
there is simply no experience like OS X. Every Mac on the planet comes preloaded with OS X,



so if you’ve got a Mac, rest assured that you’ve got OS X.The iWork apps are most at home on
OS X, and that’s where you’ll find they are at their most robust. While the iOS and iCloud
versions of each app are feature-rich, you won’t find everything in them that you’ll find in the OS
X versions—yet!Figure 1-1 shows a typical toolbar containing features common to each of the
iWork apps (common features are highlighted). Table 1-1 lists the features and provides a brief
explanation of each.FIGURE 1-1 Highlighted items are features common to each of the iWork
apps in OS X.FIGURE 1-1 Highlighted items are features common to each of the iWork apps in
OS X.TABLE 1-1 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in OS XTABLE 1-1
Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in OS XiOSIn case you haven’t guessed by
now, in my humble opinion, if it has an Apple logo on it, then it has to be the best whatever
(computer, mobile device, etc.) that it is. When you first turn on your iPad or iPhone, you will see
an Apple logo. Since what you’re seeing is the launch of iOS (Apple’s operating system for its
mobile devices), the Apple logo automatically brands iOS as being the best of its kind (again, in
my humble opinion).Apple recently revamped the iOS versions of the iWork suite of apps to
better work with their OS X and iCloud compadres. Apple also wanted to make sure that when
you move from app to app, you can quickly find your bearings through common interface
features, enabling you to get around easily within each app.Figure 1-2 displays the common
features of the iOS versions of the iWork apps, and Table 1-2 gives a quick rundown of what they
accomplish.FIGURE 1-2 Common features of each iWork app, according to their iOS
versionsFIGURE 1-2 Common features of each iWork app, according to their iOS
versionsTABLE 1-2 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in iOSTABLE 1-2
Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and Numbers in iOSiCloudiCloud is the new kid on the
block when it comes to the iWork apps. As a matter of fact, as of this writing, the iWork apps are
still considered to be in beta (as evidenced by the little yellow flag in the upper right corner of
each one), which just means that Apple is still working on making them the best apps they can
be. Don’t let the beta tag fool you, though; these apps are still quite capable, especially for a web-
based product.Figure 1-3 shows the toolbar in Numbers, which is largely representative of what
you’ll see in Pages and Keynote for iCloud, in terms of features. Table 1-3, like its predecessors,
tells you briefly what each feature is capable of handling for you.FIGURE 1-3 Features common
to the iCloud versions of each iWork app are highlighted.FIGURE 1-3 Features common to the
iCloud versions of each iWork app are highlighted.TABLE 1-3 Features Common to Pages,
Keynote, and Numbers in iCloudTABLE 1-3 Features Common to Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers in iCloudCompatibility and Other Potential IssuesOf course, we all know what THE
major question one has before using new software to do the jobs they’re used to performing with
other titles: “Is it compatible?”Compatibility is rightly no small concern. You get this great new
software that everyone’s raving about, you go to open one of your mainstay documents, and—
WHAM!—all of a sudden the text looks like something off of a 1940s vintage typewriter and the
images make van Gogh’s work look like that of a Realist. At this point, the blood begins to rapidly
boil and thoughts of tossing your computer out the window are (temporarily) entertained.To



prevent this from happening to you (and possibly to your Mac and other innocent bystanders),
Apple has provided quite a courtesy: a website that details each and every supported and
unsupported feature when it comes to each iWork app and its kin in the world of Microsoft Office.
And before you ask, yes, the list is limited to Microsoft Office. Other productivity suites are simply
not in competition with the iWork apps on a broad scale, and as I’ve already stated, Microsoft
Office is currently the alpha suite when it comes to productivity. Most businesses have used
Microsoft Word, Excel, or PowerPoint at some time (and most of them always have), so in order
for Apple to make any waves in the productivity suite universe, compatibility is of utmost
concern. You can find the compatibility list, the top of which is shown in Figure 1-4, at ; select the
tab of each app to see its particular list.FIGURE 1-4 Apple’s website has a complete and up-to-
date list of Microsoft Office compatibility issues.FIGURE 1-4 Apple’s website has a complete
and up-to-date list of Microsoft Office compatibility issues.Pages is akin to Word, Keynote to
PowerPoint, and Numbers plays nice with Excel. You can go right to the list you need by inserting
the name of the appropriate app into the “pages” area of the link I provided. For example, instead
of , you could type and jump right to the PowerPoint to Keynote compatibility list. Bookmark the
page if you plan to return to it frequently..Pages is akin to Word, Keynote to PowerPoint, and
Numbers plays nice with Excel. You can go right to the list you need by inserting the name of the
appropriate app into the “pages” area of the link I provided. For example, instead of , you could
type and jump right to the PowerPoint to Keynote compatibility list. Bookmark the page if you
plan to return to it frequently..Pages is akin to Word, Keynote to PowerPoint, and Numbers plays
nice with Excel. You can go right to the list you need by inserting the name of the appropriate
app into the “pages” area of the link I provided. For example, instead of , you could type and
jump right to the PowerPoint to Keynote compatibility list. Bookmark the page if you plan to
return to it frequently..Where to Go for HelpEven the most seasoned of us needs help every now
and again, so there’s no shame to ask for it when necessary. There are multiple ways to get help
with Pages, Keynote, and Numbers, and you’re holding one of them in your hands. Apple
graciously provides the other methods of acquiring help; they want you to know how to use their
products so that you’ll be more able and ready to share the good news of them with others in
your sphere of influence.You will need Internet access to get the help I speak of in the remainder
of this chapter, with the exception of the onscreen coaching tips that are provided in-app.You will
need Internet access to get the help I speak of in the remainder of this chapter, with the
exception of the onscreen coaching tips that are provided in-app.You will need Internet access
to get the help I speak of in the remainder of this chapter, with the exception of the onscreen
coaching tips that are provided in-app.Built-in HelpIt should go without saying that I am writing
this book in hopes that it will be your main source of instruction for all things iWork, but what if
you don’t have this book handy (the horror!)? Luckily, Apple has that issue (somewhat) squared
away, too; they’ve included a handy help section and other tools in each version of the iWork
apps, so you’re never too far away from help when needed.Getting Help in OS XYou can gain
Apple’s insight into their OS X versions of iWork by clicking the Tips button (looks like a yellow



circle containing a?) in the toolbar. When you click the Tips button, the coaching tips appear in
the app’s window, pointing out various landmarks and offering a description of them.One
particularly interesting coaching tip can be found in the lower left corner of the app window when
tips are on: it’s called “Learn more about using App Name” (App Name is, of course, the name of
the app you’re using). Click this tip to open the App Name Help window, and click the “visit App
Name Help” link to open the app’s Help manual in your default web browser. Use the menu on
the left side of the screen to browse for the topics that interest you.Finding Guidance in iOSOnce
you’re within an iOS version of an iWork app, you can tap the coaching tips icon in the upper
right corner of the screen to turn on tips.To access the full version of Help for the app in question,
look to the lower left of the screen (with coaching tips turned on) and you’ll see the “Learn more
about using App Name” tip, just as in the OS X apps. Tap this tip to open the Help window for
your app. From the Help window you can browse by topic or you can search for something
particular by tapping the search icon (looks like a magnifying glass) and entering the search
term in the field provided. Tap Done in the upper right of the Help window to return to your app.A
Helping Hand Within iCloudThe iCloud apps may still be in beta, but don’t think for a moment
that Apple’s forgotten to provide help here, too. As a matter of fact, the Help is quite robust for an
app that’s still considered to be in beta, but that’s a good thing now, isn’t it?Unlike the OS X and
iOS versions, Help can’t be accessed directly within your working window; you’ll need to get
there from the main iCloud window. When you’re working in a document within iCloud, iCloud
opens a new browser window for it.So, from the main iCloud window, click the coaching tips
button (as in OS X, a yellow circle with?) to turn tips on, then select Get Help from the coaching
tips menu. This action whisks you away to the Help window, where you’re free to browse the
topics (via the menu on the left) or search for something you need (the magnifying glass icon in
the upper right).Apple’s Support WebsiteOne more place to find a safety net when leaping from
the iWork cliff is Apple’s famous Support site. Apple is quite well known for providing excellent
customer support, and their Support website is the first line of said support.The main Support
site can be reached by going to , but if you want to go directly to the support site for one of the
iWork apps, just enter the following into your browser’s URL (address) field:PagesOS
XiOSKeynoteOS XiOSNumbersOS XiOSPagesPagesOS XOS X iOS KeynoteOS X iOS
NumbersOS XiOSiOS These links don’t just provide the standard Help; you can see the latest
available software downloads, support articles pertaining to the particular app, links to the
Support Communities for the app (online communities of other users where specific questions
are posted and answered), and more!Of course, if you’re one who prefers to do things the old-
fashioned way—speaking to real people—you can always call Apple’s Tech Support at
800-275-2273, or visit your friendly neighborhood Apple Store.Of course, if you’re one who
prefers to do things the old-fashioned way—speaking to real people—you can always call
Apple’s Tech Support at 800-275-2273, or visit your friendly neighborhood Apple Store.Of
course, if you’re one who prefers to do things the old-fashioned way—speaking to real people—
you can always call Apple’s Tech Support at 800-275-2273, or visit your friendly neighborhood



Apple Store.SummaryYou’re now well versed in the “whys” of being productive the Apple way,
and you’ve gotten your feet wet with each of the apps in their various configurations. We also
dabbled a bit in how to get help beyond the little ditty you’re currently reading from. At this point,
we simply need to begin our exploration of iWork; it’ll be a fun ride—promise!2What Is iCloud?
HOW TO… Understand what iCloud is Discover the different aspects of iCloud Set up an
iCloud accountOne would be forgiven if, upon hearing of iCloud for the first time, they began to
wistfully imagine a place where angels can merrily listen to their iPods, make calls on their
iPhones, and surf the Web on their Macs. As serene as this scene is, I must burst that bubble for
you; however, iCloud may yet be the closest thing to digital heaven for many of us. Before I can
explain iCloud, you need to understand another term first: cloud computing.Cloud computing is
best understood as the use of remote network servers that are utilized for managing,
processing, and storing digital data. Typically, these servers are computers that are accessed
via the Internet, but can also be within a company’s local area network (LAN) or wide area
network (WAN). Cloud computing gives you the ability to access your work from multiple devices
(computers, tablets, smart phones, etc.) and multiple locations (usually anywhere you have an
Internet connection). For example, if you download a song from Apple’s iTunes Store, you can
save that song to iCloud, where you can then access it on your Mac, your iPhone, or your iPad.
The usefulness of such a concept is immediately recognizable, and the first time someone is
successfully able to use this kind of service is likened to a kind of epiphany.iCloud is cloud
computing done Apple’s way, and it is a nifty service that offers the user many features and
advantages. Want to know one of the best features (if not THE best) of iCloud, though?It’s
free.That’s right—I used the four-letter “f” word: free.Sounds kind of cool, huh? But what does
iCloud have to do with helping you be productive? Well, if you read Chapter 1 you probably can
take some educated guesses, but we’ll delve a bit more into the reasons in this chapter.This
chapter isn’t intended as an iCloud tutorial. I simply want to familiarize you with iCloud so that
you know how to get started with it and understand what it’s capable of, not only in regard to the
suite of iWork apps, but to your overall Apple user experience.A Quick Look at iCloud’s
FeaturesSo, up to now you’re thinking to yourself, “Self, this iCloud thingy sounds pretty good,
but I wonder what all it does? It can’t do too much, right? I mean, after all, it’s free!” Well, curb
your judgment and hang on to your keyboard! We’re going on a ride into the iCloud!Once you log
in to iCloud (as described later in the chapter), you’ll be presented with the Home screen, shown
in Figure 2-1. From here, you can quickly navigate (or soar, if you prefer) to the individual
features contained within iCloud.FIGURE 2-1 iCloud’s Home screen is where you get started
after you log in.MailPerhaps the most universally useful feature is iCloud’s appropriately named
email program, Mail. Mail in iCloud is very similar to Mail in OS X and iOS, and plays extremely
well with both. As a matter of fact, if you use your iCloud email account (more on how to get one
later in this chapter) with all of your devices, everything you do in one version of it will
automatically show up in other versions. For instance, if you add a folder to your account while
logged in to Mail for iCloud, the same folder will appear in your OS X and iOS versions of Mail



almost instantly.There are also no worries if you’re a Windows PC user who utilizes Microsoft
Outlook for your email program. Mail for iCloud will synchronize automatically with Microsoft
Outlook 2007 or later.You must have OS X version 10.7.5 and higher on your Mac and iOS
version 5 and higher on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch to properly use iCloud accounts with
Mail.ContactsNow you won’t have to worry about not having the address for Aunt Faye or the
phone number for Uncle Gary when you’re away from your Mac: you’ve got an iCloud account
and you’ve synchronized all of your contacts across all of your devices!Contacts for iCloud is
your one-stop shop for all of your contacts. Once you set up an iCloud account, you can sync
contacts from every device you use the account with. Contacts are then stored in iCloud, and
from that time forward you’ll have every contact you’ve ever created available to you, regardless
of which device you happen to have handy. You can create new contacts, delete contacts, edit
contacts, add contacts to groups, and more, and it will all instantly synchronize across
platforms.Again, PC users need not fret; if you have Microsoft Outlook 2007 or newer, your
contacts will be synced with your iCloud account, as well.CalendarYou’re probably beginning to
notice a pattern develop by now, having learned a bit about Contacts and Mail for iCloud. Both
apps are as connected as both ends of a rope to your devices running OS X and iOS; making
changes in one version of them immediately affects the other versions. Rest assured, this
pattern continues throughout iCloud’s offerings, and Calendar is (thankfully) no
exception.Calendar for iCloud works seamlessly with Calendar for OS X and Calendar for iOS. If
you create an event in one of them, it is bound to show up in the others, as it should. You’ll never
have to worry about transferring your calendar from your phone to your computer again, or vice
versa. iCloud handles all of that for you, and does it completely behind the scenes to boot. You
can also easily share your iCloud calendars with others from within iCloud or your other
supported devices.Once again, Microsoft Outlook 2007 and higher is supported with Calendar
for iCloud for Windows PC users, so iCloud will sync your important dates just as it does for Mac
users. All together now: “Thank you, Apple!”NotesWe’ve all done it. From the deepest recesses
of your mind springs a thought that, until now, no mortal human has ever conjured. You know this
thought will change the world as we know it—for the better, mind you—but you’re scared to near-
death that you’ll forget it before you get home. You scramble in your car’s glove compartment for
a scrap of paper and some kind of writing utensil, stumbling across an old envelope and one of
your children’s crayons. In a burst of energy and wonder, you scribble your paradigm-shifting
idea onto the envelope and exhale a sigh of relief. You then place the envelope in a super-secret
compartment of your briefcase and feel an overwhelming sense of peace, knowing your idea is
safe until you arrive home.You then promptly forget about your idea because someone in front of
you almost runs your car off the road. Months later, you accidentally toss the idea into the trash
when hastily cleaning out your briefcase before you have to catch your flight, consequently
depriving humanity of what would have surely been the next step in our evolution as a
species.Please allow me to speak for the rest of humankind when I say “thanks—a lot,” and with
no small amount of sarcasm, I might add.Now, imagine you were an iCloud user, and you had



your trusty iPad or iPhone handy when this monumental thought struck home. You could have
quickly whipped out the device, opened the Notes app, jotted down this Idea of Ideas, and it
would have been instantly synced in iCloud. Within months, statues bearing your likeness would
have been erected in the four corners of the world.Yes, Notes can do that for you. Oh, and it can
keep up with your grocery list, too.Microsoft Outlook users, please be aware that while you can
see your iCloud notes in Outlook, you should only edit them from a Mac, an iOS device, or within
iCloud in a web browser. Any changes you make to them within Outlook won’t be synchronized
with iCloud.RemindersRemember the planners we older folks used to carry around? Every
appointment we could schedule was listed in those planners, our entire months and year
planned to the hilt. Reminders for iCloud is the digital equivalent of those planners. Whatever
appointments or to-do lists you have can be loaded into Reminders, and they will show up on all
of your Mac, Windows, and iOS devices.PC users rejoice: Reminders will synchronize with the
Tasks app in Windows, assuming you have the iCloud control panel installed on your computer
(more on that in a bit).Find My iPhoneFind My iPhone is one great feature. Enabling this little bit
of inspiration on your iPhone, iPad, Mac, or iPod touch allows you the ability to find it in the event
that it’s lost or stolen. One thing to remember, though: the device does actually have to be turned
on in order for this feature to work.Find My iPhone lets you• Find the location of your Mac or iOS
device on a map.• Play a sound on your Mac or iOS device to help you locate it.• Use Lost
Mode to lock and track your iOS device or Mac.• Remotely erase your information from the Mac
or iOS device.Another wonderful feature is Activation Lock, only available with iOS 7 or later.
Activation Lock requires someone to enter your Apple ID and password before they can use your
device.For more information on Find My iPhone, please visit .This tool won’t work for Windows-
based computers, but Windows users can still use iCloud to track their iOS devices or Macs
using the Find My iPhone for iCloud app in their favorite supported browser (Internet Explorer 9
or later, Firefox 22 or later, or Chrome 28 or later).Now, if only Apple would come up with a Find
My Keys app….Pages, Keynote, and NumbersThe whole reason iCloud is mentioned in this
book is, of course, because of its inclusion of the web-based versions of the iWork suite apps:
Pages, Keynote, and Numbers. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, these apps are in beta as of this
writing, but they are very functional and worth your time. Apple has also provided you an
opportunity to weigh in with your opinion of each app, using the Feedback feature found in the
toolbar of every document you work on in iCloud.I’ll be covering tasks that you can perform in
the iCloud versions of these apps in the upcoming chapters. Don’t worry if a feature you’d like to
use in the iCloud versions isn’t available yet; it may well be soon, as Apple is updating the
iCloud, iOS, and Mac versions of these apps at a pretty good clip.Begin Using iCloudNow that
you’ve got a good handle on just what iCloud can provide you in terms of functionality, allow me
to show you how to get started with this gift of cloud computing goodness.Creating an iCloud
AccountTo get started you’ll need an iCloud account, also known as an Apple ID. An Apple ID is
your key to unlocking all things Apple. You can use it to log in to iCloud, to purchase items on the
Apple Store or iTunes Store, and more. You may already have an Apple ID from when you first



purchased your Mac or iOS device, and if so, all you need to do is enable iCloud on your
device.If you don’t have an Apple ID, though, let’s put first things first and get one. To acquire an
Apple ID, type appleid.apple.com (don’t add “www.” or anything else to the beginning of this
address) into the URL field of your favorite web browser and press RETURN or ENTER. Once
the page loads, all the links are there to help you get an Apple ID.Once you have an Apple ID,
you’ll need to associate it with your devices so they sync with iCloud.To associate your Apple ID
with your Mac:1. Click the Apple menu in the upper left corner of your screen and select System
Preferences.2. Once System Preferences opens, click the iCloud icon.3. Enter your Apple ID
and password in the appropriate fields, then click the Sign In button.4. Decide whether to
enable the options for using iCloud for mail, contacts, etc., and for Find My Mac, then click Next.
If you’re not sure, uncheck both options; you can revisit these options at a later time.5. Check
the box next to Documents & Data to use iCloud with Pages, Keynote, and Numbers. Click the
Options button to the right of Documents & Data and check the boxes next to Keynote,
Numbers, and Pages. All other options are up to you, but those options are outside the scope of
this book, therefore I’m unable to advise you on them.6. Close System Preferences when you
finish setting up iCloud.To associate your Apple ID with your iOS device:1. Open the Settings
app.2. Select iCloud from the Settings menu on the left of the screen, enter your Apple ID and
password in the appropriate fields, and tap Sign In.3. Once signed in, you’ll be prompted
whether to merge your data with iCloud. This is, of course, entirely up to you. If you’re unsure, tap
Don’t Merge; you can always come back and change these settings later.4. After deciding to
merge your data or not, you’ll be asked if iCloud can use the location of your iPad. Again, this is
entirely up to you and outside the scope of this book. If you’re not sure, tap Don’t Allow and
decide later.5. You’ll notice that lots of options, such as Mail, Contacts, and the like, are
enabled. Yet again, all of those are beyond the scope of our little tome, so whether to enable or
disable them is at your discretion. However, if you want to use iCloud with Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers, you’ll need to enable that feature. To do so, tap Documents & Data, and then tap the
sliders next to Keynote, Numbers, and Pages to enable each of them.You are now ready to roll
as far as setting up your devices for the purposes of this book. Anything you do with Pages,
Keynote, and Numbers on your Mac or iOS device will be synced automatically with iCloud.For
help with setting up your Windows-based PC, or even your Apple TV, with your iCloud account,
please visit .Accessing Your iCloud AccountNow that you’re set up with an Apple ID, or iCloud
account, you can easily access iCloud via any supported web browser on a Mac or a Windows-
based PC:1. Open your browser.2. Type icloud.com into the URL field and press RETURN or
ENTER. If you have trouble, try adding “www.” or “https://www.” to the beginning of the
address.3. Type your Apple ID and password into the appropriate fields and press RETURN or
ENTER.4. Once the Home screen appears, click an app to use its features.Make sure you’re
able to access and fully utilize iCloud by understanding its system requirements. To see system
requirements for your device, go to from within your favorite web browser.SummaryiCloud is the
way of the future when it comes to managing, sharing, and using our digital information, and it’s



especially handy when it comes to being productive in the world of Apple. You’re now set up to
use iCloud and experience Pages, Keynote, and Numbers to their fullest extent. To learn more
about iCloud itself, visit .2What Is iCloud?HOW TO… Understand what iCloud is Discover the
different aspects of iCloud Set up an iCloud accountOne would be forgiven if, upon hearing of
iCloud for the first time, they began to wistfully imagine a place where angels can merrily listen to
their iPods, make calls on their iPhones, and surf the Web on their Macs. As serene as this
scene is, I must burst that bubble for you; however, iCloud may yet be the closest thing to digital
heaven for many of us. Before I can explain iCloud, you need to understand another term first:
cloud computing.Cloud computing is best understood as the use of remote network servers that
are utilized for managing, processing, and storing digital data. Typically, these servers are
computers that are accessed via the Internet, but can also be within a company’s local area
network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN). Cloud computing gives you the ability to access
your work from multiple devices (computers, tablets, smart phones, etc.) and multiple locations
(usually anywhere you have an Internet connection). For example, if you download a song from
Apple’s iTunes Store, you can save that song to iCloud, where you can then access it on your
Mac, your iPhone, or your iPad. The usefulness of such a concept is immediately recognizable,
and the first time someone is successfully able to use this kind of service is likened to a kind of
epiphany.iCloud is cloud computing done Apple’s way, and it is a nifty service that offers the user
many features and advantages. Want to know one of the best features (if not THE best) of
iCloud, though?It’s free.That’s right—I used the four-letter “f” word: free.Sounds kind of cool,
huh? But what does iCloud have to do with helping you be productive? Well, if you read Chapter
1 you probably can take some educated guesses, but we’ll delve a bit more into the reasons in
this chapter.This chapter isn’t intended as an iCloud tutorial. I simply want to familiarize you with
iCloud so that you know how to get started with it and understand what it’s capable of, not only in
regard to the suite of iWork apps, but to your overall Apple user experience.A Quick Look at
iCloud’s FeaturesSo, up to now you’re thinking to yourself, “Self, this iCloud thingy sounds pretty
good, but I wonder what all it does? It can’t do too much, right? I mean, after all, it’s free!” Well,
curb your judgment and hang on to your keyboard! We’re going on a ride into the iCloud!Once
you log in to iCloud (as described later in the chapter), you’ll be presented with the Home
screen, shown in Figure 2-1. From here, you can quickly navigate (or soar, if you prefer) to the
individual features contained within iCloud.FIGURE 2-1 iCloud’s Home screen is where you get
started after you log in.MailPerhaps the most universally useful feature is iCloud’s appropriately
named email program, Mail. Mail in iCloud is very similar to Mail in OS X and iOS, and plays
extremely well with both. As a matter of fact, if you use your iCloud email account (more on how
to get one later in this chapter) with all of your devices, everything you do in one version of it will
automatically show up in other versions. For instance, if you add a folder to your account while
logged in to Mail for iCloud, the same folder will appear in your OS X and iOS versions of Mail
almost instantly.There are also no worries if you’re a Windows PC user who utilizes Microsoft
Outlook for your email program. Mail for iCloud will synchronize automatically with Microsoft



Outlook 2007 or later.You must have OS X version 10.7.5 and higher on your Mac and iOS
version 5 and higher on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch to properly use iCloud accounts with
Mail.ContactsNow you won’t have to worry about not having the address for Aunt Faye or the
phone number for Uncle Gary when you’re away from your Mac: you’ve got an iCloud account
and you’ve synchronized all of your contacts across all of your devices!Contacts for iCloud is
your one-stop shop for all of your contacts. Once you set up an iCloud account, you can sync
contacts from every device you use the account with. Contacts are then stored in iCloud, and
from that time forward you’ll have every contact you’ve ever created available to you, regardless
of which device you happen to have handy. You can create new contacts, delete contacts, edit
contacts, add contacts to groups, and more, and it will all instantly synchronize across
platforms.Again, PC users need not fret; if you have Microsoft Outlook 2007 or newer, your
contacts will be synced with your iCloud account, as well.CalendarYou’re probably beginning to
notice a pattern develop by now, having learned a bit about Contacts and Mail for iCloud. Both
apps are as connected as both ends of a rope to your devices running OS X and iOS; making
changes in one version of them immediately affects the other versions. Rest assured, this
pattern continues throughout iCloud’s offerings, and Calendar is (thankfully) no
exception.Calendar for iCloud works seamlessly with Calendar for OS X and Calendar for iOS. If
you create an event in one of them, it is bound to show up in the others, as it should. You’ll never
have to worry about transferring your calendar from your phone to your computer again, or vice
versa. iCloud handles all of that for you, and does it completely behind the scenes to boot. You
can also easily share your iCloud calendars with others from within iCloud or your other
supported devices.Once again, Microsoft Outlook 2007 and higher is supported with Calendar
for iCloud for Windows PC users, so iCloud will sync your important dates just as it does for Mac
users. All together now: “Thank you, Apple!”NotesWe’ve all done it. From the deepest recesses
of your mind springs a thought that, until now, no mortal human has ever conjured. You know this
thought will change the world as we know it—for the better, mind you—but you’re scared to near-
death that you’ll forget it before you get home. You scramble in your car’s glove compartment for
a scrap of paper and some kind of writing utensil, stumbling across an old envelope and one of
your children’s crayons. In a burst of energy and wonder, you scribble your paradigm-shifting
idea onto the envelope and exhale a sigh of relief. You then place the envelope in a super-secret
compartment of your briefcase and feel an overwhelming sense of peace, knowing your idea is
safe until you arrive home.You then promptly forget about your idea because someone in front of
you almost runs your car off the road. Months later, you accidentally toss the idea into the trash
when hastily cleaning out your briefcase before you have to catch your flight, consequently
depriving humanity of what would have surely been the next step in our evolution as a
species.Please allow me to speak for the rest of humankind when I say “thanks—a lot,” and with
no small amount of sarcasm, I might add.Now, imagine you were an iCloud user, and you had
your trusty iPad or iPhone handy when this monumental thought struck home. You could have
quickly whipped out the device, opened the Notes app, jotted down this Idea of Ideas, and it



would have been instantly synced in iCloud. Within months, statues bearing your likeness would
have been erected in the four corners of the world.Yes, Notes can do that for you. Oh, and it can
keep up with your grocery list, too.Microsoft Outlook users, please be aware that while you can
see your iCloud notes in Outlook, you should only edit them from a Mac, an iOS device, or within
iCloud in a web browser. Any changes you make to them within Outlook won’t be synchronized
with iCloud.RemindersRemember the planners we older folks used to carry around? Every
appointment we could schedule was listed in those planners, our entire months and year
planned to the hilt. Reminders for iCloud is the digital equivalent of those planners. Whatever
appointments or to-do lists you have can be loaded into Reminders, and they will show up on all
of your Mac, Windows, and iOS devices.PC users rejoice: Reminders will synchronize with the
Tasks app in Windows, assuming you have the iCloud control panel installed on your computer
(more on that in a bit).Find My iPhoneFind My iPhone is one great feature. Enabling this little bit
of inspiration on your iPhone, iPad, Mac, or iPod touch allows you the ability to find it in the event
that it’s lost or stolen. One thing to remember, though: the device does actually have to be turned
on in order for this feature to work.Find My iPhone lets you• Find the location of your Mac or iOS
device on a map.• Play a sound on your Mac or iOS device to help you locate it.• Use Lost
Mode to lock and track your iOS device or Mac.• Remotely erase your information from the Mac
or iOS device.Another wonderful feature is Activation Lock, only available with iOS 7 or later.
Activation Lock requires someone to enter your Apple ID and password before they can use your
device.For more information on Find My iPhone, please visit .This tool won’t work for Windows-
based computers, but Windows users can still use iCloud to track their iOS devices or Macs
using the Find My iPhone for iCloud app in their favorite supported browser (Internet Explorer 9
or later, Firefox 22 or later, or Chrome 28 or later).Now, if only Apple would come up with a Find
My Keys app….Pages, Keynote, and NumbersThe whole reason iCloud is mentioned in this
book is, of course, because of its inclusion of the web-based versions of the iWork suite apps:
Pages, Keynote, and Numbers. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, these apps are in beta as of this
writing, but they are very functional and worth your time. Apple has also provided you an
opportunity to weigh in with your opinion of each app, using the Feedback feature found in the
toolbar of every document you work on in iCloud.I’ll be covering tasks that you can perform in
the iCloud versions of these apps in the upcoming chapters. Don’t worry if a feature you’d like to
use in the iCloud versions isn’t available yet; it may well be soon, as Apple is updating the
iCloud, iOS, and Mac versions of these apps at a pretty good clip.Begin Using iCloudNow that
you’ve got a good handle on just what iCloud can provide you in terms of functionality, allow me
to show you how to get started with this gift of cloud computing goodness.Creating an iCloud
AccountTo get started you’ll need an iCloud account, also known as an Apple ID. An Apple ID is
your key to unlocking all things Apple. You can use it to log in to iCloud, to purchase items on the
Apple Store or iTunes Store, and more. You may already have an Apple ID from when you first
purchased your Mac or iOS device, and if so, all you need to do is enable iCloud on your
device.If you don’t have an Apple ID, though, let’s put first things first and get one. To acquire an



Apple ID, type appleid.apple.com (don’t add “www.” or anything else to the beginning of this
address) into the URL field of your favorite web browser and press RETURN or ENTER. Once
the page loads, all the links are there to help you get an Apple ID.Once you have an Apple ID,
you’ll need to associate it with your devices so they sync with iCloud.To associate your Apple ID
with your Mac:1. Click the Apple menu in the upper left corner of your screen and select System
Preferences.2. Once System Preferences opens, click the iCloud icon.3. Enter your Apple ID
and password in the appropriate fields, then click the Sign In button.4. Decide whether to
enable the options for using iCloud for mail, contacts, etc., and for Find My Mac, then click Next.
If you’re not sure, uncheck both options; you can revisit these options at a later time.5. Check
the box next to Documents & Data to use iCloud with Pages, Keynote, and Numbers. Click the
Options button to the right of Documents & Data and check the boxes next to Keynote,
Numbers, and Pages. All other options are up to you, but those options are outside the scope of
this book, therefore I’m unable to advise you on them.6. Close System Preferences when you
finish setting up iCloud.To associate your Apple ID with your iOS device:1. Open the Settings
app.2. Select iCloud from the Settings menu on the left of the screen, enter your Apple ID and
password in the appropriate fields, and tap Sign In.3. Once signed in, you’ll be prompted
whether to merge your data with iCloud. This is, of course, entirely up to you. If you’re unsure, tap
Don’t Merge; you can always come back and change these settings later.4. After deciding to
merge your data or not, you’ll be asked if iCloud can use the location of your iPad. Again, this is
entirely up to you and outside the scope of this book. If you’re not sure, tap Don’t Allow and
decide later.5. You’ll notice that lots of options, such as Mail, Contacts, and the like, are
enabled. Yet again, all of those are beyond the scope of our little tome, so whether to enable or
disable them is at your discretion. However, if you want to use iCloud with Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers, you’ll need to enable that feature. To do so, tap Documents & Data, and then tap the
sliders next to Keynote, Numbers, and Pages to enable each of them.You are now ready to roll
as far as setting up your devices for the purposes of this book. Anything you do with Pages,
Keynote, and Numbers on your Mac or iOS device will be synced automatically with iCloud.For
help with setting up your Windows-based PC, or even your Apple TV, with your iCloud account,
please visit .Accessing Your iCloud AccountNow that you’re set up with an Apple ID, or iCloud
account, you can easily access iCloud via any supported web browser on a Mac or a Windows-
based PC:1. Open your browser.2. Type icloud.com into the URL field and press RETURN or
ENTER. If you have trouble, try adding “www.” or “https://www.” to the beginning of the
address.3. Type your Apple ID and password into the appropriate fields and press RETURN or
ENTER.4. Once the Home screen appears, click an app to use its features.Make sure you’re
able to access and fully utilize iCloud by understanding its system requirements. To see system
requirements for your device, go to from within your favorite web browser.SummaryiCloud is the
way of the future when it comes to managing, sharing, and using our digital information, and it’s
especially handy when it comes to being productive in the world of Apple. You’re now set up to
use iCloud and experience Pages, Keynote, and Numbers to their fullest extent. To learn more



about iCloud itself, visit .2What Is iCloud?HOW TO… Understand what iCloud is Understand
what iCloud is Discover the different aspects of iCloud Discover the different aspects of iCloud
Set up an iCloud account Set up an iCloud accountOne would be forgiven if, upon hearing of
iCloud for the first time, they began to wistfully imagine a place where angels can merrily listen to
their iPods, make calls on their iPhones, and surf the Web on their Macs. As serene as this
scene is, I must burst that bubble for you; however, iCloud may yet be the closest thing to digital
heaven for many of us. Before I can explain iCloud, you need to understand another term first:
cloud computing.Cloud computing is best understood as the use of remote network servers that
are utilized for managing, processing, and storing digital data. Typically, these servers are
computers that are accessed via the Internet, but can also be within a company’s local area
network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN). Cloud computing gives you the ability to access
your work from multiple devices (computers, tablets, smart phones, etc.) and multiple locations
(usually anywhere you have an Internet connection). For example, if you download a song from
Apple’s iTunes Store, you can save that song to iCloud, where you can then access it on your
Mac, your iPhone, or your iPad. The usefulness of such a concept is immediately recognizable,
and the first time someone is successfully able to use this kind of service is likened to a kind of
epiphany.iCloud is cloud computing done Apple’s way, and it is a nifty service that offers the user
many features and advantages. Want to know one of the best features (if not THE best) of
iCloud, though?It’s free.That’s right—I used the four-letter “f” word: free.Sounds kind of cool,
huh? But what does iCloud have to do with helping you be productive? Well, if you read Chapter
1 you probably can take some educated guesses, but we’ll delve a bit more into the reasons in
this chapter.This chapter isn’t intended as an iCloud tutorial. I simply want to familiarize you with
iCloud so that you know how to get started with it and understand what it’s capable of, not only in
regard to the suite of iWork apps, but to your overall Apple user experience.This chapter isn’t
intended as an iCloud tutorial. I simply want to familiarize you with iCloud so that you know how
to get started with it and understand what it’s capable of, not only in regard to the suite of iWork
apps, but to your overall Apple user experience.This chapter isn’t intended as an iCloud tutorial. I
simply want to familiarize you with iCloud so that you know how to get started with it and
understand what it’s capable of, not only in regard to the suite of iWork apps, but to your overall
Apple user experience.A Quick Look at iCloud’s FeaturesSo, up to now you’re thinking to
yourself, “Self, this iCloud thingy sounds pretty good, but I wonder what all it does? It can’t do
too much, right? I mean, after all, it’s free!” Well, curb your judgment and hang on to your
keyboard! We’re going on a ride into the iCloud!Once you log in to iCloud (as described later in
the chapter), you’ll be presented with the Home screen, shown in Figure 2-1. From here, you can
quickly navigate (or soar, if you prefer) to the individual features contained within iCloud.FIGURE
2-1 iCloud’s Home screen is where you get started after you log in.FIGURE 2-1 iCloud’s
Home screen is where you get started after you log in.MailPerhaps the most universally useful
feature is iCloud’s appropriately named email program, Mail. Mail in iCloud is very similar to Mail
in OS X and iOS, and plays extremely well with both. As a matter of fact, if you use your iCloud



email account (more on how to get one later in this chapter) with all of your devices, everything
you do in one version of it will automatically show up in other versions. For instance, if you add a
folder to your account while logged in to Mail for iCloud, the same folder will appear in your OS X
and iOS versions of Mail almost instantly.There are also no worries if you’re a Windows PC user
who utilizes Microsoft Outlook for your email program. Mail for iCloud will synchronize
automatically with Microsoft Outlook 2007 or later.You must have OS X version 10.7.5 and
higher on your Mac and iOS version 5 and higher on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch to properly
use iCloud accounts with Mail.You must have OS X version 10.7.5 and higher on your Mac and
iOS version 5 and higher on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch to properly use iCloud accounts
with Mail.You must have OS X version 10.7.5 and higher on your Mac and iOS version 5 and
higher on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch to properly use iCloud accounts with
Mail.ContactsNow you won’t have to worry about not having the address for Aunt Faye or the
phone number for Uncle Gary when you’re away from your Mac: you’ve got an iCloud account
and you’ve synchronized all of your contacts across all of your devices!Contacts for iCloud is
your one-stop shop for all of your contacts. Once you set up an iCloud account, you can sync
contacts from every device you use the account with. Contacts are then stored in iCloud, and
from that time forward you’ll have every contact you’ve ever created available to you, regardless
of which device you happen to have handy. You can create new contacts, delete contacts, edit
contacts, add contacts to groups, and more, and it will all instantly synchronize across
platforms.Again, PC users need not fret; if you have Microsoft Outlook 2007 or newer, your
contacts will be synced with your iCloud account, as well.CalendarYou’re probably beginning to
notice a pattern develop by now, having learned a bit about Contacts and Mail for iCloud. Both
apps are as connected as both ends of a rope to your devices running OS X and iOS; making
changes in one version of them immediately affects the other versions. Rest assured, this
pattern continues throughout iCloud’s offerings, and Calendar is (thankfully) no
exception.Calendar for iCloud works seamlessly with Calendar for OS X and Calendar for iOS. If
you create an event in one of them, it is bound to show up in the others, as it should. You’ll never
have to worry about transferring your calendar from your phone to your computer again, or vice
versa. iCloud handles all of that for you, and does it completely behind the scenes to boot. You
can also easily share your iCloud calendars with others from within iCloud or your other
supported devices.Once again, Microsoft Outlook 2007 and higher is supported with Calendar
for iCloud for Windows PC users, so iCloud will sync your important dates just as it does for Mac
users. All together now: “Thank you, Apple!”NotesWe’ve all done it. From the deepest recesses
of your mind springs a thought that, until now, no mortal human has ever conjured. You know this
thought will change the world as we know it—for the better, mind you—but you’re scared to near-
death that you’ll forget it before you get home. You scramble in your car’s glove compartment for
a scrap of paper and some kind of writing utensil, stumbling across an old envelope and one of
your children’s crayons. In a burst of energy and wonder, you scribble your paradigm-shifting
idea onto the envelope and exhale a sigh of relief. You then place the envelope in a super-secret



compartment of your briefcase and feel an overwhelming sense of peace, knowing your idea is
safe until you arrive home.You then promptly forget about your idea because someone in front of
you almost runs your car off the road. Months later, you accidentally toss the idea into the trash
when hastily cleaning out your briefcase before you have to catch your flight, consequently
depriving humanity of what would have surely been the next step in our evolution as a
species.Please allow me to speak for the rest of humankind when I say “thanks—a lot,” and with
no small amount of sarcasm, I might add.Now, imagine you were an iCloud user, and you had
your trusty iPad or iPhone handy when this monumental thought struck home. You could have
quickly whipped out the device, opened the Notes app, jotted down this Idea of Ideas, and it
would have been instantly synced in iCloud. Within months, statues bearing your likeness would
have been erected in the four corners of the world.Yes, Notes can do that for you. Oh, and it can
keep up with your grocery list, too.Microsoft Outlook users, please be aware that while you can
see your iCloud notes in Outlook, you should only edit them from a Mac, an iOS device, or within
iCloud in a web browser. Any changes you make to them within Outlook won’t be synchronized
with iCloud.Microsoft Outlook users, please be aware that while you can see your iCloud notes
in Outlook, you should only edit them from a Mac, an iOS device, or within iCloud in a web
browser. Any changes you make to them within Outlook won’t be synchronized with
iCloud.Microsoft Outlook users, please be aware that while you can see your iCloud notes in
Outlook, you should only edit them from a Mac, an iOS device, or within iCloud in a web browser.
Any changes you make to them within Outlook won’t be synchronized with
iCloud.RemindersRemember the planners we older folks used to carry around? Every
appointment we could schedule was listed in those planners, our entire months and year
planned to the hilt. Reminders for iCloud is the digital equivalent of those planners. Whatever
appointments or to-do lists you have can be loaded into Reminders, and they will show up on all
of your Mac, Windows, and iOS devices.PC users rejoice: Reminders will synchronize with the
Tasks app in Windows, assuming you have the iCloud control panel installed on your computer
(more on that in a bit).PC users rejoice: Reminders will synchronize with the Tasks app in
Windows, assuming you have the iCloud control panel installed on your computer (more on that
in a bit).PC users rejoice: Reminders will synchronize with the Tasks app in Windows, assuming
you have the iCloud control panel installed on your computer (more on that in a bit).Find My
iPhoneFind My iPhone is one great feature. Enabling this little bit of inspiration on your iPhone,
iPad, Mac, or iPod touch allows you the ability to find it in the event that it’s lost or stolen. One
thing to remember, though: the device does actually have to be turned on in order for this feature
to work.Find My iPhone lets you• Find the location of your Mac or iOS device on a map.• Play a
sound on your Mac or iOS device to help you locate it.• Use Lost Mode to lock and track your
iOS device or Mac.• Remotely erase your information from the Mac or iOS device.Another
wonderful feature is Activation Lock, only available with iOS 7 or later. Activation Lock requires
someone to enter your Apple ID and password before they can use your device.For more
information on Find My iPhone, please visit .This tool won’t work for Windows-based computers,



but Windows users can still use iCloud to track their iOS devices or Macs using the Find My
iPhone for iCloud app in their favorite supported browser (Internet Explorer 9 or later, Firefox 22
or later, or Chrome 28 or later).Now, if only Apple would come up with a Find My Keys
app….Pages, Keynote, and NumbersThe whole reason iCloud is mentioned in this book is, of
course, because of its inclusion of the web-based versions of the iWork suite apps: Pages,
Keynote, and Numbers. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, these apps are in beta as of this writing,
but they are very functional and worth your time. Apple has also provided you an opportunity to
weigh in with your opinion of each app, using the Feedback feature found in the toolbar of every
document you work on in iCloud.I’ll be covering tasks that you can perform in the iCloud
versions of these apps in the upcoming chapters. Don’t worry if a feature you’d like to use in the
iCloud versions isn’t available yet; it may well be soon, as Apple is updating the iCloud, iOS, and
Mac versions of these apps at a pretty good clip.Begin Using iCloudNow that you’ve got a good
handle on just what iCloud can provide you in terms of functionality, allow me to show you how to
get started with this gift of cloud computing goodness.Creating an iCloud AccountTo get started
you’ll need an iCloud account, also known as an Apple ID. An Apple ID is your key to unlocking
all things Apple. You can use it to log in to iCloud, to purchase items on the Apple Store or
iTunes Store, and more. You may already have an Apple ID from when you first purchased your
Mac or iOS device, and if so, all you need to do is enable iCloud on your device.If you don’t have
an Apple ID, though, let’s put first things first and get one. To acquire an Apple ID, type
appleid.apple.com (don’t add “www.” or anything else to the beginning of this address) into the
URL field of your favorite web browser and press RETURN or ENTER. Once the page loads, all
the links are there to help you get an Apple ID.Once you have an Apple ID, you’ll need to
associate it with your devices so they sync with iCloud.To associate your Apple ID with your
Mac:1. Click the Apple menu in the upper left corner of your screen and select System
Preferences.2. Once System Preferences opens, click the iCloud icon.3. Enter your Apple ID
and password in the appropriate fields, then click the Sign In button.4. Decide whether to
enable the options for using iCloud for mail, contacts, etc., and for Find My Mac, then click Next.
If you’re not sure, uncheck both options; you can revisit these options at a later time.5. Check
the box next to Documents & Data to use iCloud with Pages, Keynote, and Numbers. Click the
Options button to the right of Documents & Data and check the boxes next to Keynote,
Numbers, and Pages. All other options are up to you, but those options are outside the scope of
this book, therefore I’m unable to advise you on them.6. Close System Preferences when you
finish setting up iCloud.To associate your Apple ID with your iOS device:1. Open the Settings
app.2. Select iCloud from the Settings menu on the left of the screen, enter your Apple ID and
password in the appropriate fields, and tap Sign In.3. Once signed in, you’ll be prompted
whether to merge your data with iCloud. This is, of course, entirely up to you. If you’re unsure, tap
Don’t Merge; you can always come back and change these settings later.4. After deciding to
merge your data or not, you’ll be asked if iCloud can use the location of your iPad. Again, this is
entirely up to you and outside the scope of this book. If you’re not sure, tap Don’t Allow and



decide later.5. You’ll notice that lots of options, such as Mail, Contacts, and the like, are
enabled. Yet again, all of those are beyond the scope of our little tome, so whether to enable or
disable them is at your discretion. However, if you want to use iCloud with Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers, you’ll need to enable that feature. To do so, tap Documents & Data, and then tap the
sliders next to Keynote, Numbers, and Pages to enable each of them.You are now ready to roll
as far as setting up your devices for the purposes of this book. Anything you do with Pages,
Keynote, and Numbers on your Mac or iOS device will be synced automatically with iCloud.For
help with setting up your Windows-based PC, or even your Apple TV, with your iCloud account,
please visit .For help with setting up your Windows-based PC, or even your Apple TV, with your
iCloud account, please visit .For help with setting up your Windows-based PC, or even your
Apple TV, with your iCloud account, please visit .Accessing Your iCloud AccountNow that you’re
set up with an Apple ID, or iCloud account, you can easily access iCloud via any supported web
browser on a Mac or a Windows-based PC:1. Open your browser.2. Type icloud.com into the
URL field and press RETURN or ENTER. If you have trouble, try adding “www.” or “https://www.”
to the beginning of the address.3. Type your Apple ID and password into the appropriate fields
and press RETURN or ENTER.4. Once the Home screen appears, click an app to use its
features.Make sure you’re able to access and fully utilize iCloud by understanding its system
requirements. To see system requirements for your device, go to from within your favorite web
browser.Make sure you’re able to access and fully utilize iCloud by understanding its system
requirements. To see system requirements for your device, go to from within your favorite web
browser.Make sure you’re able to access and fully utilize iCloud by understanding its system
requirements. To see system requirements for your device, go to from within your favorite web
browser.SummaryiCloud is the way of the future when it comes to managing, sharing, and using
our digital information, and it’s especially handy when it comes to being productive in the world
of Apple. You’re now set up to use iCloud and experience Pages, Keynote, and Numbers to their
fullest extent. To learn more about iCloud itself, visit .PART IIWord Processing and Page Layout,
the Apple WayPART IIWord Processing and Page Layout, the Apple WayPART IIWord
Processing and Page Layout, the Apple Way3Pages BasicsHOW TO… Navigate the interface
of each version of Pages Set preferences to work the way you like to Work with your
documents Add, edit, and format text Work with various parts of your document, including
headers, footers, styles, and moreWell, you’ve heard quite a bit from me in the first two chapters
about how great and marvelous the iWork suite of apps is, and now it’s time for me to put up or
shut up. In this chapter, I’ll take our first venture into one of the apps, Pages, and you’ll become
more familiar with the Apple way of being productive.Pages is more than a word processor: it’s a
way to make your text stand above the fray. Pages is deceptive in its simplicity, almost lulling you
into a false sense of absence of power and functionality. Can Pages do anything and everything
that someone would want a word processor to do? Well, honestly, no. But then again, no product
on the market can promise that. While one word processor may have more functions, more
functions doesn’t necessarily translate to better usability. Also, what works for you may not work



for me. As with everything, it comes down to a matter of need and taste. Some folks place more
importance on having every possible tool available to them (even obscure ones they most likely
will never use and probably have never used before) than on truly enjoying their user experience.
Others would rather enjoy working with their apps and documents, while knowing that every last
thing in the entire world that a word processor has ever been thought of as being able to do is
simply not available, and most likely will not ever be necessary to them (or those they may share
documents with).I hope you fall into the latter camp, and will come to know Pages as not only a
word processor, but a friend. A friend who helps you put together truly beautiful documents! It’s
never a bad thing for your creations to look better than everyone else’s, unless they happen to
be that of your spouse or boss (or worse, if they’re both); you’re on your own with that one,
partner.Getting Around in PagesWhen a chef tries to work in a kitchen that’s not his own, he
needs to be shown where he can find the essential tools he needs to whip up something
wonderful, and the same concept applies with an app you’re not familiar with. Sure, you might
know what all the little doodads and buttons are for Word’s Ribbon feature, but you’re not in
Microsoft-land anymore. Let’s kick off this chapter by exploring how to navigate Pages’ interface
so that you are better equipped to access its plethora of features.Figure 3-1 affords a bird’s-eye
view of Pages from within OS X. This figure serves more as a map than a tutorial; we’ll be going
over how to use each of the landscape features as we go through this book, so no worries. You
were given a brief explanation of many of these features in Chapter 1. As a reminder, other than
Insert and Setup, all items in the Pages toolbar are also present in the Keynote and Numbers
toolbars.FIGURE 3-1 The layout of the land, as far as Pages in OS X goes, anywayThe
contents of the Format bar will change depending on the element you’ve selected in the
document. If you select an image, image formatting options will appear; should you select text,
text-related options show up, and so forth.Figure 3-2 is a good representation of what the same
document looks like when opened in Pages for iOS.FIGURE 3-2 The same document, as seen
in iOS PagesIf you read Chapter 1, you already have a general knowledge of each of the toolbar
features called out in Figure 3-2, except Documents, which I didn’t cover because it’s specific to
Pages. If you tap Documents in the upper left corner, you’ll be taken from the document you’re
presently working in to a list of documents you’ve previously worked with.Most screenshots I’ll
show throughout this book from iOS apps will be in landscape mode. I point this out only to put
your mind at ease should you wonder why my screenshot might look slightly different from what
you’re seeing (aside from document content, of course) if you happen to be viewing your iOS
device in portrait mode.Figure 3-3 displays the same document again, but this time within
iCloud’s version of Pages. You’ll note that the document and its contents remain the same
throughout all versions. As a matter of fact, while writing this I had the document open in all three
versions at the same time, and any changes I made within one version were automatically
pushed to the others. I told you this was all pretty cool.FIGURE 3-3 Pages documents look the
same in iCloud as they do in iOS and OS X.Setting Pages’ PreferencesWe all have our unique
styles and ways we like to do things. As much as Apple would love for us to do everything the



way they recommend, they at least give us some leeway as individual users for some of the
options in Pages. These options are called preferences, and I’ll show you how to set preferences
within each version of Pages.If the same preference option is available within multiple versions
of the app, you’ll need to set the option in each version of the app in order for it to be consistent
across platforms. Being logged in to iCloud doesn’t mean you can set a preference in OS X, for
example, and have the same preference changed automatically in iOS.OS X PreferencesLet’s
look at preferences in OS X Pages first. To open the preferences, press -, or for those who are
new to the Mac, press the COMMAND key and comma key simultaneously. You could also click
the Pages menu in the upper left of your screen (to the immediate right of the Apple menu) and
select Preferences. Once the Preferences window is open, you have the option of selecting
either the General tab or the Rulers tab.The General tab of Pages’ Preferences window is shown
in Figure 3-4. From here, you can make several adjustments, such as:FIGURE 3-4 The General
tab of Pages’ Preferences window• For New Documents Select either Show Template Chooser
or Use Template as the default action when you begin to create a new document. Selecting
Show Template Chooser does just what it says, and selecting Use Template will automatically
create a new document from a template you choose by clicking the Change Template button
and selecting it from a location on your Mac.• Editing This section lets you set default actions
for editing a document:• Automatically detect lists Check this box to have Pages detect when
you are typing a list. When a list is detected, Pages automatically formats it as such.• Curves
default to Bézier Check this box for curves to be Bézier curves by default, or leave it unchecked
to use smooth curves.• Show suggestions when editing table cells When this box is checked,
Pages will offer advice to you based on information in other cells of the same column.•
Invisibles Every document contains invisible elements (such as line breaks) that don’t appear in
final output but can be helpful to see onscreen when working within the document, such as to
format it. Click this box to set the default color for such elements when viewing them.• Adding
Movies Check the Optimize Movies For iOS box when you want to add a movie to your
document and it will be viewed by folks using iOS devices.• Author Add a name to use when
tracking changes and making comments within a document.The Rulers tab offers options for
helping you decide where to place items within your document:• Ruler Units• Click the pop-up
menu to select a default unit of measurement.• Check the Show Size And Position When
Moving Objects box to see an onscreen prompt that shows you exactly that.• Check the Enable
Vertical Ruler For Documents With Body Text option to display a ruler on the left side of the
document window when rulers are being shown.• Alignment Guides• Click the box to select a
default color for alignment guides.• Check the box to enable, or uncheck to disable, the options
for showing guides at the center and/or edges of objects in the document. These guides make it
easier to correctly place an item within the boundaries of the document and among other items
in it.iOS PreferencesNext, we’ll jump over to the iOS version of Pages. One thing you’ll note
rather quickly: preferences aren’t called “preferences” in the iOS version; they’re called Settings,
but they perform the same function of creating app-wide defaults.To access these Settings,



open a document, tap the Tools icon (looks like a wrench) in the upper right of the screen, and
then tap Settings. The Settings menu, shown in Figure 3-5, gives us several offerings, which are
more clearly spelled out in Table 3-1. Simply touch the toggle switch to the right of each option to
enable it (toggle turns green) or disable it (toggle is white).FIGURE 3-5 Preferences are known
as Settings in Pages for iOS.TABLE 3-1 Available Options in Settings for iOS PagesiCloud
PreferencesAs with its mobile cousin, Pages for iOS, Pages for iCloud also refers to its
preferences as Settings. There is only a handful to cover, as shown in Figure 3-6, so let’s get to
it:FIGURE 3-6 Pages for iCloud offers several options for setting your defaults.• Show/Hide
Format Panel Select to show or hide the format panel on the right side of the screen.• Check
Spelling Select to enable or disable automatic spell checking.• Center Guides Select to see
guides when one item’s center aligns with another item’s center, or with the center of the page.•
Edge Guides Select to see guides when an item’s edges align with another item’s edges.•
Spacing Guides Select to see when three or more items are equally spaced apart within a
line.• Set Password Select to add a password for the document you’re currently working
in.3Pages BasicsHOW TO… Navigate the interface of each version of Pages Set preferences
to work the way you like to Work with your documents Add, edit, and format text Work with
various parts of your document, including headers, footers, styles, and moreWell, you’ve heard
quite a bit from me in the first two chapters about how great and marvelous the iWork suite of
apps is, and now it’s time for me to put up or shut up. In this chapter, I’ll take our first venture into
one of the apps, Pages, and you’ll become more familiar with the Apple way of being
productive.Pages is more than a word processor: it’s a way to make your text stand above the
fray. Pages is deceptive in its simplicity, almost lulling you into a false sense of absence of power
and functionality. Can Pages do anything and everything that someone would want a word
processor to do? Well, honestly, no. But then again, no product on the market can promise that.
While one word processor may have more functions, more functions doesn’t necessarily
translate to better usability. Also, what works for you may not work for me. As with everything, it
comes down to a matter of need and taste. Some folks place more importance on having every
possible tool available to them (even obscure ones they most likely will never use and probably
have never used before) than on truly enjoying their user experience. Others would rather enjoy
working with their apps and documents, while knowing that every last thing in the entire world
that a word processor has ever been thought of as being able to do is simply not available, and
most likely will not ever be necessary to them (or those they may share documents with).I hope
you fall into the latter camp, and will come to know Pages as not only a word processor, but a
friend. A friend who helps you put together truly beautiful documents! It’s never a bad thing for
your creations to look better than everyone else’s, unless they happen to be that of your spouse
or boss (or worse, if they’re both); you’re on your own with that one, partner.Getting Around in
PagesWhen a chef tries to work in a kitchen that’s not his own, he needs to be shown where he
can find the essential tools he needs to whip up something wonderful, and the same concept
applies with an app you’re not familiar with. Sure, you might know what all the little doodads and



buttons are for Word’s Ribbon feature, but you’re not in Microsoft-land anymore. Let’s kick off this
chapter by exploring how to navigate Pages’ interface so that you are better equipped to access
its plethora of features.Figure 3-1 affords a bird’s-eye view of Pages from within OS X. This figure
serves more as a map than a tutorial; we’ll be going over how to use each of the landscape
features as we go through this book, so no worries. You were given a brief explanation of many
of these features in Chapter 1. As a reminder, other than Insert and Setup, all items in the Pages
toolbar are also present in the Keynote and Numbers toolbars.FIGURE 3-1 The layout of the
land, as far as Pages in OS X goes, anywayThe contents of the Format bar will change
depending on the element you’ve selected in the document. If you select an image, image
formatting options will appear; should you select text, text-related options show up, and so
forth.Figure 3-2 is a good representation of what the same document looks like when opened in
Pages for iOS.FIGURE 3-2 The same document, as seen in iOS PagesIf you read Chapter 1,
you already have a general knowledge of each of the toolbar features called out in Figure 3-2,
except Documents, which I didn’t cover because it’s specific to Pages. If you tap Documents in
the upper left corner, you’ll be taken from the document you’re presently working in to a list of
documents you’ve previously worked with.Most screenshots I’ll show throughout this book from
iOS apps will be in landscape mode. I point this out only to put your mind at ease should you
wonder why my screenshot might look slightly different from what you’re seeing (aside from
document content, of course) if you happen to be viewing your iOS device in portrait
mode.Figure 3-3 displays the same document again, but this time within iCloud’s version of
Pages. You’ll note that the document and its contents remain the same throughout all versions.
As a matter of fact, while writing this I had the document open in all three versions at the same
time, and any changes I made within one version were automatically pushed to the others. I told
you this was all pretty cool.FIGURE 3-3 Pages documents look the same in iCloud as they do
in iOS and OS X.Setting Pages’ PreferencesWe all have our unique styles and ways we like to
do things. As much as Apple would love for us to do everything the way they recommend, they at
least give us some leeway as individual users for some of the options in Pages. These options
are called preferences, and I’ll show you how to set preferences within each version of Pages.If
the same preference option is available within multiple versions of the app, you’ll need to set the
option in each version of the app in order for it to be consistent across platforms. Being logged in
to iCloud doesn’t mean you can set a preference in OS X, for example, and have the same
preference changed automatically in iOS.OS X PreferencesLet’s look at preferences in OS X
Pages first. To open the preferences, press -, or for those who are new to the Mac, press the
COMMAND key and comma key simultaneously. You could also click the Pages menu in the
upper left of your screen (to the immediate right of the Apple menu) and select Preferences.
Once the Preferences window is open, you have the option of selecting either the General tab or
the Rulers tab.The General tab of Pages’ Preferences window is shown in Figure 3-4. From here,
you can make several adjustments, such as:FIGURE 3-4 The General tab of Pages’
Preferences window• For New Documents Select either Show Template Chooser or Use



Template as the default action when you begin to create a new document. Selecting Show
Template Chooser does just what it says, and selecting Use Template will automatically create a
new document from a template you choose by clicking the Change Template button and
selecting it from a location on your Mac.• Editing This section lets you set default actions for
editing a document:• Automatically detect lists Check this box to have Pages detect when you
are typing a list. When a list is detected, Pages automatically formats it as such.• Curves default
to Bézier Check this box for curves to be Bézier curves by default, or leave it unchecked to use
smooth curves.• Show suggestions when editing table cells When this box is checked, Pages
will offer advice to you based on information in other cells of the same column.• Invisibles
Every document contains invisible elements (such as line breaks) that don’t appear in final
output but can be helpful to see onscreen when working within the document, such as to format
it. Click this box to set the default color for such elements when viewing them.• Adding Movies
Check the Optimize Movies For iOS box when you want to add a movie to your document and it
will be viewed by folks using iOS devices.• Author Add a name to use when tracking changes
and making comments within a document.The Rulers tab offers options for helping you decide
where to place items within your document:• Ruler Units• Click the pop-up menu to select a
default unit of measurement.• Check the Show Size And Position When Moving Objects box to
see an onscreen prompt that shows you exactly that.• Check the Enable Vertical Ruler For
Documents With Body Text option to display a ruler on the left side of the document window
when rulers are being shown.• Alignment Guides• Click the box to select a default color for
alignment guides.• Check the box to enable, or uncheck to disable, the options for showing
guides at the center and/or edges of objects in the document. These guides make it easier to
correctly place an item within the boundaries of the document and among other items in it.iOS
PreferencesNext, we’ll jump over to the iOS version of Pages. One thing you’ll note rather
quickly: preferences aren’t called “preferences” in the iOS version; they’re called Settings, but
they perform the same function of creating app-wide defaults.To access these Settings, open a
document, tap the Tools icon (looks like a wrench) in the upper right of the screen, and then tap
Settings. The Settings menu, shown in Figure 3-5, gives us several offerings, which are more
clearly spelled out in Table 3-1. Simply touch the toggle switch to the right of each option to
enable it (toggle turns green) or disable it (toggle is white).FIGURE 3-5 Preferences are known
as Settings in Pages for iOS.TABLE 3-1 Available Options in Settings for iOS PagesiCloud
PreferencesAs with its mobile cousin, Pages for iOS, Pages for iCloud also refers to its
preferences as Settings. There is only a handful to cover, as shown in Figure 3-6, so let’s get to
it:FIGURE 3-6 Pages for iCloud offers several options for setting your defaults.• Show/Hide
Format Panel Select to show or hide the format panel on the right side of the screen.• Check
Spelling Select to enable or disable automatic spell checking.• Center Guides Select to see
guides when one item’s center aligns with another item’s center, or with the center of the page.•
Edge Guides Select to see guides when an item’s edges align with another item’s edges.•
Spacing Guides Select to see when three or more items are equally spaced apart within a



line.• Set Password Select to add a password for the document you’re currently working
in.3Pages BasicsHOW TO… Navigate the interface of each version of Pages Navigate the
interface of each version of Pages Set preferences to work the way you like to Set preferences
to work the way you like to Work with your documents Work with your documents Add, edit,
and format text Add, edit, and format text Work with various parts of your document, including
headers, footers, styles, and more Work with various parts of your document, including
headers, footers, styles, and moreWell, you’ve heard quite a bit from me in the first two chapters
about how great and marvelous the iWork suite of apps is, and now it’s time for me to put up or
shut up. In this chapter, I’ll take our first venture into one of the apps, Pages, and you’ll become
more familiar with the Apple way of being productive.Pages is more than a word processor: it’s a
way to make your text stand above the fray. Pages is deceptive in its simplicity, almost lulling you
into a false sense of absence of power and functionality. Can Pages do anything and everything
that someone would want a word processor to do? Well, honestly, no. But then again, no product
on the market can promise that. While one word processor may have more functions, more
functions doesn’t necessarily translate to better usability. Also, what works for you may not work
for me. As with everything, it comes down to a matter of need and taste. Some folks place more
importance on having every possible tool available to them (even obscure ones they most likely
will never use and probably have never used before) than on truly enjoying their user experience.
Others would rather enjoy working with their apps and documents, while knowing that every last
thing in the entire world that a word processor has ever been thought of as being able to do is
simply not available, and most likely will not ever be necessary to them (or those they may share
documents with).I hope you fall into the latter camp, and will come to know Pages as not only a
word processor, but a friend. A friend who helps you put together truly beautiful documents! It’s
never a bad thing for your creations to look better than everyone else’s, unless they happen to
be that of your spouse or boss (or worse, if they’re both); you’re on your own with that one,
partner.Getting Around in PagesWhen a chef tries to work in a kitchen that’s not his own, he
needs to be shown where he can find the essential tools he needs to whip up something
wonderful, and the same concept applies with an app you’re not familiar with. Sure, you might
know what all the little doodads and buttons are for Word’s Ribbon feature, but you’re not in
Microsoft-land anymore. Let’s kick off this chapter by exploring how to navigate Pages’ interface
so that you are better equipped to access its plethora of features.Figure 3-1 affords a bird’s-eye
view of Pages from within OS X. This figure serves more as a map than a tutorial; we’ll be going
over how to use each of the landscape features as we go through this book, so no worries. You
were given a brief explanation of many of these features in Chapter 1. As a reminder, other than
Insert and Setup, all items in the Pages toolbar are also present in the Keynote and Numbers
toolbars.FIGURE 3-1 The layout of the land, as far as Pages in OS X goes, anywayFIGURE
3-1 The layout of the land, as far as Pages in OS X goes, anywayThe contents of the Format
bar will change depending on the element you’ve selected in the document. If you select an
image, image formatting options will appear; should you select text, text-related options show



up, and so forth.The contents of the Format bar will change depending on the element you’ve
selected in the document. If you select an image, image formatting options will appear; should
you select text, text-related options show up, and so forth.The contents of the Format bar will
change depending on the element you’ve selected in the document. If you select an image,
image formatting options will appear; should you select text, text-related options show up, and
so forth.Figure 3-2 is a good representation of what the same document looks like when opened
in Pages for iOS.FIGURE 3-2 The same document, as seen in iOS PagesFIGURE 3-2 The
same document, as seen in iOS PagesIf you read Chapter 1, you already have a general
knowledge of each of the toolbar features called out in Figure 3-2, except Documents, which I
didn’t cover because it’s specific to Pages. If you tap Documents in the upper left corner, you’ll
be taken from the document you’re presently working in to a list of documents you’ve previously
worked with.Most screenshots I’ll show throughout this book from iOS apps will be in landscape
mode. I point this out only to put your mind at ease should you wonder why my screenshot might
look slightly different from what you’re seeing (aside from document content, of course) if you
happen to be viewing your iOS device in portrait mode.Most screenshots I’ll show throughout
this book from iOS apps will be in landscape mode. I point this out only to put your mind at ease
should you wonder why my screenshot might look slightly different from what you’re seeing
(aside from document content, of course) if you happen to be viewing your iOS device in portrait
mode.Most screenshots I’ll show throughout this book from iOS apps will be in landscape mode.
I point this out only to put your mind at ease should you wonder why my screenshot might look
slightly different from what you’re seeing (aside from document content, of course) if you happen
to be viewing your iOS device in portrait mode.Figure 3-3 displays the same document again,
but this time within iCloud’s version of Pages. You’ll note that the document and its contents
remain the same throughout all versions. As a matter of fact, while writing this I had the
document open in all three versions at the same time, and any changes I made within one
version were automatically pushed to the others. I told you this was all pretty cool.FIGURE 3-3
Pages documents look the same in iCloud as they do in iOS and OS X.FIGURE 3-3 Pages
documents look the same in iCloud as they do in iOS and OS X.Setting Pages’ PreferencesWe
all have our unique styles and ways we like to do things. As much as Apple would love for us to
do everything the way they recommend, they at least give us some leeway as individual users for
some of the options in Pages. These options are called preferences, and I’ll show you how to set
preferences within each version of Pages.If the same preference option is available within
multiple versions of the app, you’ll need to set the option in each version of the app in order for it
to be consistent across platforms. Being logged in to iCloud doesn’t mean you can set a
preference in OS X, for example, and have the same preference changed automatically in iOS.If
the same preference option is available within multiple versions of the app, you’ll need to set the
option in each version of the app in order for it to be consistent across platforms. Being logged in
to iCloud doesn’t mean you can set a preference in OS X, for example, and have the same
preference changed automatically in iOS.If the same preference option is available within



multiple versions of the app, you’ll need to set the option in each version of the app in order for it
to be consistent across platforms. Being logged in to iCloud doesn’t mean you can set a
preference in OS X, for example, and have the same preference changed automatically in
iOS.OS X PreferencesLet’s look at preferences in OS X Pages first. To open the preferences,
press -, or for those who are new to the Mac, press the COMMAND key and comma key
simultaneously. You could also click the Pages menu in the upper left of your screen (to the
immediate right of the Apple menu) and select Preferences. Once the Preferences window is
open, you have the option of selecting either the General tab or the Rulers tab.The General tab
of Pages’ Preferences window is shown in Figure 3-4. From here, you can make several
adjustments, such as:FIGURE 3-4 The General tab of Pages’ Preferences windowFIGURE
3-4 The General tab of Pages’ Preferences window• For New Documents Select either Show
Template Chooser or Use Template as the default action when you begin to create a new
document. Selecting Show Template Chooser does just what it says, and selecting Use
Template will automatically create a new document from a template you choose by clicking the
Change Template button and selecting it from a location on your Mac.• Editing This section
lets you set default actions for editing a document:• Automatically detect lists Check this box to
have Pages detect when you are typing a list. When a list is detected, Pages automatically
formats it as such.• Curves default to Bézier Check this box for curves to be Bézier curves by
default, or leave it unchecked to use smooth curves.• Show suggestions when editing table
cells When this box is checked, Pages will offer advice to you based on information in other
cells of the same column.• Invisibles Every document contains invisible elements (such as line
breaks) that don’t appear in final output but can be helpful to see onscreen when working within
the document, such as to format it. Click this box to set the default color for such elements when
viewing them.• Adding Movies Check the Optimize Movies For iOS box when you want to add
a movie to your document and it will be viewed by folks using iOS devices.• Author Add a
name to use when tracking changes and making comments within a document.The Rulers tab
offers options for helping you decide where to place items within your document:• Ruler Units•
Click the pop-up menu to select a default unit of measurement.• Check the Show Size And
Position When Moving Objects box to see an onscreen prompt that shows you exactly that.•
Check the Enable Vertical Ruler For Documents With Body Text option to display a ruler on the
left side of the document window when rulers are being shown.• Alignment Guides• Click the
box to select a default color for alignment guides.• Check the box to enable, or uncheck to
disable, the options for showing guides at the center and/or edges of objects in the document.
These guides make it easier to correctly place an item within the boundaries of the document
and among other items in it.iOS PreferencesNext, we’ll jump over to the iOS version of Pages.
One thing you’ll note rather quickly: preferences aren’t called “preferences” in the iOS version;
they’re called Settings, but they perform the same function of creating app-wide defaults.To
access these Settings, open a document, tap the Tools icon (looks like a wrench) in the upper
right of the screen, and then tap Settings. The Settings menu, shown in Figure 3-5, gives us



several offerings, which are more clearly spelled out in Table 3-1. Simply touch the toggle switch
to the right of each option to enable it (toggle turns green) or disable it (toggle is white).FIGURE
3-5 Preferences are known as Settings in Pages for iOS.TABLE 3-1 Available Options in
Settings for iOS PagesTABLE 3-1 Available Options in Settings for iOS PagesiCloud
PreferencesAs with its mobile cousin, Pages for iOS, Pages for iCloud also refers to its
preferences as Settings. There is only a handful to cover, as shown in Figure 3-6, so let’s get to
it:FIGURE 3-6 Pages for iCloud offers several options for setting your defaults.• Show/Hide
Format Panel Select to show or hide the format panel on the right side of the screen.• Check
Spelling Select to enable or disable automatic spell checking.• Center Guides Select to see
guides when one item’s center aligns with another item’s center, or with the center of the page.•
Edge Guides Select to see guides when an item’s edges align with another item’s edges.•
Spacing Guides Select to see when three or more items are equally spaced apart within a
line.• Set Password  Select to add a password for the document you’re currently working in.
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